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Stern Daughter of the Voice of God!
Dut)" if that name thou love,
Who art a light to guide, a rod
To check the erring, and reprove;
Thou who art victory and law
When empty terrors overawe;
From vain temptations dost set free;
And calm'st the weary strife of frail humanity.

o

I, loving freedom, and untried;
No sport' of every random gust,
Yet being to myself a guide,
Too blindly have reposed my trust;
And oft, when in my heart was heard
Thy timely mandate, I deferred
The task, in smoother walks to stray;
But thee, I now would serve more strictly, if I may,
Wordsioorth,
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WELCOME,

FRESHMEN!

A FEvV months ago, our minds and energies were taxed with the .
honored duty of sending Seniors into the world to compete with their
fellow men and to achieve that degree of success, in their several professions. to which their scholarship and personality entitle them. We
had been together for at least four years, cultivating a friendship that
is the spontaneous outgrowth of the intimate association of college life.
What a gap their going left! But time is a wonderful healer, and our
heavy hearts have been made light again, for the vacant 'chairs left by
those outgoing sons and daughters have been filled to overflowing by a
new generation, the Nineteen-nine Freshmen, whom Howard welcomes
and fosters as her youngest born.
As new students, you have found, no doubt, a great many things which
please you and a few things, perhaps, which displease you. Among the
latter has been, possibly, the upper-classmen's refusal to take you seriously.
They refer to you as "Freshies" and "Paenies", and maintain towards
you an academic superiority and aloofness that nettle you. Why do
they maintain this attitude?
They may not themselves be able to explain
it, but they have been in the mill of hard study and close application long
enough to know that frivolity can find no space there.
You, likewise, should be serious, and serious from the start of your
college career.
You now hold the strategic position in your campaign
for scholarship, and at the end of every day each one of you should be able
to say, "I have achieved."
The earnest, hard-working Freshman may
be depended upon to develop into the scholarly Senior; but the dilatory,
indifferent Freshman produces the failing, mercy-seeking Senior.
Remember that you are laying the foundation that requires far more exact
workmanship than that of any material edifice of which you can think-a
foundation which, if solid, will prove an "Open Sesame" to all that is
highest and best in life.
Freshmen,
career!

Howard

welcomes you, and wishes you success in your
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(A letter by President J. Stanley Durkee to the Editor of "The
gregationalist
and Advance" and published in that paper
September 4,1919.)
DEAR

Con-

MR. EDITOR:

In speaking of the race riots, you are perfectly right in assuming that
they will be followed by others. These that have come are but the smoke
of what is later to be a prairie fire. The race has now come to that place
. dreaded. by the South for fifty years,-"race
consciousness".
The old
days of brutality and humble submission are gone. The race will fight
back now, of that be very sure.
Unless we can hush these newspaper lies and show that the race shall
have impartial justice and honest rights, and do it quickly, then fearful
months are before us, and America's crime will be uncovered to the
whole world.
The riots in Washington and elsewhere are but the outbreak of hatreds which have been accumulating for many years.
The immediate cause is jealousy and fear,-jealousy
because the
colored troops won such honors in the great world war.
Four colored
regiments of theA. E. F. were cited for bravery and received the French
Croix de Guerre,-the 369th, 370th, 371st, and 372d. That fact rankles
far deeper than you can know, until after careful Investigation.
You
find it cropping out when you see such statements as "the airs of the
Negroes in Washington."
In the 372d regiment were the National Guard
Units from the District of Columbia.
Then there is the fear that Negroes are getting into a position of power,
through their wonderful accumulation of property, and their new sense
of race consciousness.
The day feared by the South has now dawned.
The race has wakened to the fact that it has a mighty power of its own.
It is now more than half ready to use that power .. The old days of
brutality, fraud, Jim Crow, and the white man using the black woman
as a mistress, are over.
A race stands up today and demands even-handed justice.
All it asks
is that,-it
could ask no less, and anything less would mean the continual betrayal of the white race.
There have been five or. six attacks', or more, on white women by
criminal Negroes in the past six months in Washington,
There are
12-5,000 Negroes in that city. At the same time there have been twice
that number of white attacks on black women, but these are' not recorded.
I could tell' you stories tliatwould madden you.
The last match to bring on the explosion was furnished
by some
marines entering Washington,
looking for trouble.
They claimed six
of their "buddies" had been' attacked by colored men. Up to date there
is no proof even from the marine's themselves.
It appears to be a
trumped-up
excuse by which to make trouble.
The cold-blooded fact
seems to be that the marines started shooting up the Negroes.
vVhen the Negroes did that in Brownsville and Houston, they were
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arrested, several were hanged, and others imprisoned for life.
We
wait eagerly to see if such "justice" shall be meted out now.
This beginning in 'Washington is like the shot at the Austrian Archduke. It awakens terrible reverberations.
These riots will spread. The
whole Southland is smouldering.
Here and there spurts of flame will
shoot up, and, at last, unless awful measures be taken, .raging fires wili
consume millions in property and lives. It is God's judgment day again
in America! Will we repent and at once, "do justly"?
Let Congress speak out clearly, saying that the colored man shall be
Justly treated, and at' once prove it by its work; let newspapers hold
up justice and stand for it impartially; in the name of God .Iet the
churches speak out the truth of Jesus Christ regarding these racial
iniquities and demand even-handed justice; let this be done at once and
the race will hear and will endure yet a little longer till justice and
equality of opportunity shall be theirs.
I shall have no need further to characterize as lies most of the statements sent out by our white press when I quote from "The Evening
Telegram" of New York, July 22, 1919 :-"The
most spectacular and
serious outbreak occurred near the Howard Theatre for Negroes. This
is near Howard University, a Negro institution, the students from which
engaged in the battle."
Howard University closed June 4 and not a
student remained on the campus for the summer!
The University does
not open until September 30 !
The words of Daniel Webster come rushing to my thought again,"Gentlemen, when I remember that God is just, I tremble for the
future of my country."
WHAT

DOES IT ALL MEAN?

AMERICANS
who still retain possession of their wits are wisely
asking if the country has gone mad. Races are clashing, capital and
labor are drawing swords, and merchants and their customers are not
on speaking terms; in short, the whole country is out of joint-at
strife
with itself. Apparently not satisfied with the abbreviated skirmish with
Kaiser Bill, America yearns for local excitement, local blood-shed, and
local suffering.
The transformation
has been almost incredible.
A
year ago, the country was one in purpose, devotion, and action. Today,
every section of the country has had a bitter taste of civil strife.
It
begins to look as though national solidarity is possible only when a common enemy threatens,-a
reductio ad absurdum way of saying that
America is far better off socially when she is fighting foreign wars.
But whether this be true or not, the spirit of revolution in America is
rapidly approaching its logical result-the
dismemberment of the nation,
for rebellion is the supreme sin against nationality.
What does all this
turmoil portend?
Unfortunately,
we have no Delphian Oracle to consult,-no
seer in
whose prophetic vision we all have confidence. The history of other
nations is our only guide. No nation has ever grown too big, or too
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resourceful, or too civilized to acknowledge the supremacy of the moral
law-that
what a nation sows that it also reaps; that consequences
inevitably follow deeds.
Unless Retributiori
falters, America cannot
escape the consequence of her own lawlessness.
Gross indifference was
shown to lawlessness in its symtomatic stage, becau e defenseless Negroes
alone were the sufferers.
Now the disease has become epidemic.
State
and Federal officials are no safer, during these civil outbreaks, than less
favored citizens.
Lawlessness today not only torments the defenseless,
but threatens to break the nation into fragments.
Can the nation wipe it
out?
Surely, the red-blooded American who stands in the breach, and
gallantly essays to support the spirit of true democracy against the spirit
of lawlessness, may justly be called the savior of America.
REPORT
OF THE GENERAL
MANAGEMENT
OF THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY
RECORD FOR THE YEAR 1918·19.
WASHINGTON, D. C., June

10, 1919.

DR. J. S'l'ANLEYDURKEE,
President of HOWa1'd University,
Washington,
D. C.
My DEARDR. DURKEE:
I have the honor to submit the following report of the general management of THE HOVV ARD U IVERSITY
RECORD
for the College
Year 1918-19;
INTRODUCTION.
The revised publication, known as THE HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
RBCORD, may be considered the initial step of the present administration's policy to reorganize Howard University for greater efficiency and
service.
At the suggestion of the President, a Board of Editors was
hastily formed to revise the old HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
RECORD,
which previously had been published some five or six times a year, and
circulated free of charge. The first number was usually the Treasurer's
Report; the next three numbers were used respectively by the Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, the Dean of the Teachers' College, and
the Dean of the Commercial College; the Annual Catalogue served as the
fifth number; and the Secretary of the Medical School used the final
number to advertise the courses offered by the Medical School Faculty.
Publicity was the ostensible purpose of each number.
Figures in the Printing Office show that .the various numbers averaged
about 1,200 copies, but of this number many remained in the Printing
Office. Whatever publicity, therefore, such an organ was destined to
give the University, was apparently diminished by the lack of circulation.
This situation, the President was quick to grasp, and asked the RECORD
STAFF to give Howard University a reputable publication with a wide
circulation, that the institution might be better known.
The request,
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however, was made in October, and in order to enjoy the Post Office
rates, it was necessary to send a number to press without delay. .The
first number, therefore, was comparatively thin, making its appearance
late in November.
ENCOURAGING

RECEPTION.

The first number of the RECORD announced its purpose as being
threefqld: first, to report current activities of all the departments conferring degrees; second, to acquaint undergraduates, alumni, and friends
with the laudable achievements of Howard men and women; and third,
to create, foster, and accelerate a true Howard Spirit. The first number
gave just the kind of information which the alumni and friends wanted,
but could not receive entirely from newspapers; viz., Who is the new
President?
How is he thinking on the higher education of the Negro
youth?
How can we get a glimpse of him? The REGORD answered
all these queries, by treating the President editorially, by printing a
sketch of the President, and by sending the President's picture broadcast as a frontispiece.
Moreover, the President was asked to give his
first utterance, which was printed editorially under the caption of "Howard University's Responsibilty."
The reception of this first number was very encouraging.
The alumni
were alert to see the possibilities of such a publication.
Encouraging
letters were sent to different members of the Board of Editors, and a
genuine re-awakening of the alumni seemed inevitable.
Realizing this
<ituation, the Managing Editor asked the President of the General Alumni
Association to make an appeal to the alumni. The appeal appeared in the
second number (December), under the caption of "The Alumni Awakening." To intensify the strong appeal, the Managing Editor wrote an
editorial, in the same issue, on "A Good Beginning," commending the
President for concentrating his efforts upon the alumni, and striking the
campaign note of the Scholarship Drive.
As a matter of fact, it has been the outstanding policy of the RECORD,
this year, to arouse the alumni. Efforts have been made to secure their
subscriptions in preference to those of the general public, for as has
already been said editorially, "Indifference on the part of the alumni
should always be viewed with alarm, and every effort made to reclaim
their interest."
It was especially encouraging, therefore, to receive;
after the publication of the second number, a letter from the local alumni,
addressed to the President, persuading him to bring out a number every
month. The most felicitous expression in the letterwas the phrase "Our
Letter", referring to the RECORD.
The President left the matter
entirely to the Board of Editors.
The Editors, wishing to oblige the
alumni, and feeling that the President would like to have the alumni
accommodated but feared lest he might be piling up too much work on
the Editors, took pleasure in complying with the request of the local
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alumni, and the publication of the RECORD has been continuous from
November to June inclusive.
Every number, with the exception of the
June nurnbervhas been issued on or shortly after the 25th of the month.
The June number was brought forward to the 2nd of the month.
It is 110t necessary to quote the many congratulatory
letters which
have been brought to the notice of the Editors.
Some of these. letters
have found their way into the columns of different numbers of the
RECORD.
The alumni seem unanimous in their commendation
of the
publication and in their wish for its long and successful career.
It is·
very gratifying
to hear some of the alumni say that throughout
the
country the alumni have manifested more genuine enthusiasm, this year,
than they have for a number of years; and give as one of the acknowledged reasons the inspiration of the RECORD,
which in turn necessarily reflects the new administration.
The· RECORD
travels monthly
among the alumni, reporting not only the University's
activities, but also
the whereabouts and achievements of "Bill" and "Jack:', of "Mary" and
"Anne".
As one graduate. phrases it, "The RECORD
makes a fellow
ejaculate when it tells the doings "of an old classmate who had dropped
out of sight."
AN

OUTl;ET FOR TALENT.

One of the most beneficial results of the RECORD has been the unexpected impetus it has given to both faculty and student initiative.
The
Managing Editor had to entreat so fervently for articles to- print in the
early numbers that he deemed it wise to keep one or two articles of
his own composition on hand to rush to the front in case of an emergency. But as the numbers increased, members of the faculty actually
volunteered
contributions,
and many have brought distinction
to the
RECORD, to Howard University, and to themselves.
At least one large
university has referred to one of the articles in the RECORD.
The students, likewise, have caught the spirit.
At first, they were
inclined to rival Achilles iri sulking.
They felt that the suppression of
the HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
JOURNAL
and of the S. A. T. C.
publication meant a curtailment of one of their cherished privileges; but
when they learned that they had a real share in the RECORD,
they
began to subscribe and to contribute to it. Real talent has thus been
unearthed.
For example, Miss Jessie Hailstalk
has shown creative
genius in writing verse.
Mr. Lindsay 'has developed appreciably
in
expository writings.
Miss Mustapha's "Qui Sunt" reveals her possibilities as an entertaining
journalist.
Mr. William A. Thomas has shown
a clever· style in writing. up the class contests.
Mr. Justin Carter drew
the cover for. the Commencement number.
As soon as the c.over appeared
and received compliments, other embryonic artists showed the Manager
Editor what they might have done, if they had known that a cover. was
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wanted. Another young man took the pictures of the track meet. The
day was cloudy, and the pictures not unusual, but they were printed to
give the young man encouragement.
Another year, competition among
the students to "break into" the RECORD will add more zest to the
University life.
In this connection, it might not be amiss to point to the RECORD as
a means -of encouraging and developing talent in writing, drawing, and
many other arts. When students begin to realize that their efforts are
likely to get publicity and that their relatives and friends are likely
to see their talent displayed in a publication like the RECORD, they
will exert every effort to develop the best in them. It is not revealing
a secret to say that some of the professors who have contributed to the
columns of the RECORD have invested more dimes in the numbers
containing their contributions than in the others.
How must it be
with the younger- a-nd less experienced people? It is as natural to take
pride in a distinct contribution to a publication as -it is to follow any
of the other 'practices common to mankind.
The RECORD, therefore,
furnishes a real objective for the students' talents; and the students'
department will receive the most careful attention. It has grown monthly,
and even greater opportunities are in store for it.
SOME of THE OBSTACLES.

The lack of equipment in the Printing Office is a serious drawback to
the printing of the RECORD.
The office has not the facilities for
setting up the matter, and but slender means of printing it. When the
lines are mashed, the only remedy is to send- them back to the linotypist,
at the loss of at least an hour of the printer's only helper, or to substitute
the printer's type, which is either larger or smaller than the mashed
type.
(Linotypists use type that cannot be substituted by the hand
type.)
The type is liable to become mashed at any time, even on its
way to the printing office. For example, in the "dummy" of the Commencement Number, the type was in perfect condition, but in the Baccalaureate Sermon the type was mashed on the press, when the Managing
Editor was absent from the Printing Office. But aside from the consideration of substituting mashed type, a linotype machine would saveboth -labor and expense. The machine would pay for itself in a very
short time.
If, however, the finances of the University will not permit the necessary outlay for
linotype machine, immediate steps should be taken to
make serviceable the machines already in the Printing Office. First, the
big press needs overhauling.
It breaks down on the slightest provocation. The Managing Editor feels as though he has cheated Fate, when
a number of the RECORD comes off alive. An expert ought to look the
press over and put it into condition.
Second, the cutting machine does

a
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not work well. The printer himself is the authority for the assertion that
it was purchased from the Andrews' paper establishment when it had outlived its service there. It cannot cut straight.' For this r~ason, the .appearance of the RECORD suffers, because the trimming cannot be done
properly.
A glance at almost any number of the RECORD will show
crooked trimming.
The printer says that better results on that machine
are impossible.
If this is true, one of the most important mechanical
features of the publication is endangered in advance.
The Printing Office is sadly in need of help. The young man who
assisted this year is merely an apprentice.
He is a good-natured, willing
young man, but of course not a printer.
The printer, therefore, has to
divide his attention between his own work and that of his assistant.
The \~ork sent to the Printing Office is far in excess of the facilities to
handle it. It is impossible, therefore, for the RECORD to receive the,
kind ~f attention that it should, and this situation necessitates an almost
incredible amount of the Managing Editor's time to check up mistakes
that are sure to creep in during his absence.
Moreover, the unskilled
labor augments the cost of production, for the RECORD, paying for
such labor by the hour, has to pay for the time which it takes to make
the mistakes and for the time it takes to correct them. In the 10nK run,
this kind of labor is the more expensive.
It is to be earnestly hoped that there is no impropriety in calling attention to these Printing Office matters.
They obviously belong to others
to mention, but since the RECORD is so closely connected with the
office, no report of the general management of the RECORD would be
complete without some mention of them.
SUBSCRIPTION

AND CIRCULATION.

Considering the fact that the Managing Editor is a professor with a
heavy schedule, and considering the fact that the Business Manager is a
student in the Law School, with imperative duties connected with his
study of law, the Managing Editor feels a source of pride in reporting
that there are at present on the books 625 paid up subscriptions, none of
which were inherited from the old HOWARD UNIVERSITY
RECOR!?, inasmuch as that publication made no charge. Furthermore,
the
circulation has averaged 1,400 copies a month.
The local .book stores
have been pleased to handle the publication, and have spoken highly of
its initial success as an "attractive seller."
Another year, more attention will be given to general subscriptions.
The drive Jhis year has'
been primarily for alumni subscriptions.
The goal for the ensuing
college year is at least 3,000 subscribers.
In fact, the Managing Editor
hopes to inaugurate the campaign this summer.
EXPENSES.

The Business

Manager

is preparing
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year. He has yet to collect bills for local advertisements.
He assures
me, however, that the cost of the publication to the University will not
exceed $175.00. This means that the cost a month for the eight numbers
will not average $25.00.
This is a remarkable showing, especially in
the light of the high price of materials.
Moreover, when one reflects
that the primary object of the publication is to give publicity to Howard
University,
one must feel that even $25.00 a month has been well
invested.
The result is all the more gratifying when it is compared with
the cost of former years.
One number last year cost $150.00; no issue
cost under $60.00, and no previous issue has had the circulation of the
present volume.
Such a showing for the initial attempt proves that with
careful supervision the RECORD can be made a source of income to the
University.
It might be well to explain that the last number WaS very expensive on
account of its size, the cuts, and the "rush job."
The Iinotypist was
compelled to give a Sunday to the job, for the number was composed
of 60 pages of so-called 8 point type, a size smaller than was used in
the leading articles of earlier numbers.
Again, it is well to note that
the library of every accredited colored high school in the country was
given a copy of this Commencement
number; likewise, the larger high
schools with colored pupils.
In fact, the editorials and other features
of the Commencement Issue were designed especially to advertise Howard
that the enrollment next year might be large.
RECOM MENDA TraNS.

When the subscription price of $.50 a year was decided upon, it was
not the intention of the Editors to bring out a number every month.
After the Editors complied with the request of the local alumni, it was
deemed advisable not to increase the price, though the numbers would
increase.
It was quite obvious that the expenses would necessarily
increase; and even the Business Manager felt nervous, especially since
he had taken over the subscriptions of the suspended S. A. T. C. publication. Attention, perhaps, should have been called to this earlier.
The
R,ECORD took over the business of the S. A. T. C. publication, but the
funds turned over were by no means comparable to the obligations loaded
upon the RECORD.
The Managing Editor recommends that the yearly subscription price
be increased to $.75. Some of the Editors feel that the price should
be $1.00. but there are eight numbers, and a single copy should not
exceed the popular price of ten cents; therefore, the subscribers would
be charged twenty cents more by sub:cribing.
Such a situation would
be unusual.
Again, the Managing Editor recommends that the office of the RECORD be moved to the Main Building and equipped with suitable furniture for such an enterprise, and with a branch line of University tele-
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phone system. The present office of the RECORD, improvised to meet
an exigency, is hardly suitable for the needs of the publication. The
ideal place for an office would be the building in which the Printing
Office is situated, but the hope of securing comfortable accommodations
there is so remote that it seems better to apply for a comfortable room,
conveniently furnished, in the Main Building.
WORDS OF GRATITUDE.

The Managing Editor acknowledges, with profound appreciation, the
kindness, support, and encouragement of the President. The sympathetic backing of the President at all times has been the greatest source
of inspiration; for it has been necessary to ask favors, advice, and suggestions of the President. It may be said, with no attempt at flattery
or egotism, that there has been the closest kind of co-operation between
the President and the Managing Editor, in the general management of
the RECORD. The fact is that no university publication of the nature
of the RECORD can long survive unless there is mutual confidence
between the President and the Editor.
Likewise, the Managing Editor is greatly indebted to the President's
Secretary for her appreciation of the editorial burdens and her willingness to help in every way suggested. She has contributed freely to the
success of the publication, sending all her matter in such excellent shape
as not to need re-writing for the linotypist. Just what her assistance
has meant can be better estimated when one reflects that it takes between
80 and 90 typewritten pages to make a number, and that most of the
typewriting for every issue became the unenviable task of the untrained
fingers of the Managing Editor.
One of the chief sources of comfort and relief has come from the
reflection that the business management was being well cared for at
all times. Too much praise cannot be given the Business Manager for
his faithful, efficient, and loyal service. Though he received a small
financial consideration, his real value cannot be measured in dollars and
hours.
The printer, also, has been faithful and obliging. He has given the
RECORD freely of his time, even when his nerves must have been taxed
to their utmost. Though he had virtually no office equipment for' his
big job, he utilized what he had. It would be the grossest kind of
ingratitude not to thank him for his sympathetic co-operation and
indulgence.
Another person deserving of thanks by the Managing Editor is the
retiring President of the General Alumni. Early in the year, he was
charitable enough to ma-ke complimentary references, in his sermons,
to certain editorials in the RECORD. Consciously or unconsciously, by
referring to the editorial, "What Will the Reward Be?" in the January
number, "The Power of Dreams" in the same number, and "Home
http://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol14/iss1/1
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Democracy" .in .the February number, he helped to disperse the reputation of the RECORD, by bringing favorable attention to it. Moreover,
on his recent trip, he made favorable mention of the publication, and
brought back a number of subscriptions. It has been a source of much
pleasure to hear him tell of the favorable impression that the RECORD
is making among the alumni.
In like manner, the newly elected Registrar has been a constant friend
to the RECORD. He has been asked to help the Managing Editor, when
the latter was conscious of "imposing on good nature." He contributed
freely to the Alumni Column. He has been one of the most dependable
friends that the RECORD has had.
Indebtedness is also acknowledged to the Lady Principal of the Arm- .
strong Technical High School, a Howard alumna, for helping to make
the Alumni Column a success, and especially for helping the Editorial
Staff in, many other productive ways.
The final word of gratitude is given to the Staff for such service as
was-rendered.
It was. not possible for either faculty members or student
members to give unstintingly of their time, but their encomiums were
stimulating arid conducive to greater efforts. The Editor, however, in
charge of "The Boward Alumni You Ought to Know" was always prompt
with his material and cuts, The Editor who furnished the "Counterweights" WaSalso regular with his contribution, and the Student Editors
Were on the whole faithful and efficient.
CONCLUSION.

There can be no better way of concluding such a report than by
acknowledging frankly that the limitless "room for improvement"
embraces THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY RECORD. If the publication is not susceptible of .growth and improvement, it has been unfortunate1y born. That it has survived its first year of infancy with encouraging symptoms of development, is a positive indication of what its
possibilities may be, if it is tenderly nurtured.
Very respectfully submitted,

,.
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WITH THE 351ST IN FRANCE
E

K, OW that Uncle sat in the official vVar Chair and pondered
long and often upon the problem of the disposition of the Negro
in his gigantic war schedule in '17; but we imagine that he
stroked his beard many a thoughtful
stroke and scratched his curly
locks many a perplexing scratch, when confronted
with the fact that
he must have an artillery brigade to complete a division of colored
troops, and in that brigade a regiment of Heavies.
In his conferences,
.no doubt, there reached him murmurings
of insufficient mentality, lack
of initiative, indolent natures, and the like. Evidence of this is found
in the fact of the tardiness of the organization of the 351st Field Artillery.
However,
either through
exceptionally
good fortune
or per-

W

BAT'fALION

SltRGItANT-MAJoR

W. Asvsv

WOOD.

spicacity on Uncle's part, he put his finger on the one and it seems the
only man that was best fitted to organize and command this regiment,
in the person of Colonel William E. Cole, who had seen some twenty
or more years of service with the colors. vVe cannot speak too highly
of this man whom the boys affectionately called "King Cole," and whom
they came to revere and regard as a iather.
His views were as broad
as were his pair of squared shoulders and loftier than his six and a
fraction feet of height; and because he believed in the ability and soldierly worth of his men he whipped into shape in six months from a
heterogeneous
crowd of the rawest possible material one of the best
regiments of soldiers that crossed the seas to France.
We will not cite the many details incident'to
the preliminary training
of the 35lst Field Artillery regiment at Camp Meade, Md., but cannot
refrain from mentioning the fact that in the establishment
of the personnel of this regiment, approximately
seventeen hundred men considered
as ineffectives by the colonel were weeded out of the regiment from
time to time by a process of elimination.
Replacements
were made by
special inductions.
An officer and two sergeants on one occasion and
the same officer and an enlisted man on another were detailed by special
authority of the vVar Department
to induct selectives into the service
for duty with the 351st Field Artillery.
The men thus inducted were
required to be either high school graduates, college men, or to possess
some especial qualifications necessary to the making of good artillerymen; naturally the physical requirements
were very stringent.
Consequently, when an inventory of the educational status of the personnel of
this regiment was taken, it was found to be far above the average.
Witness for example, the make up of the Non-Commissioned
Staff
Officers. The Regimental Sergeant-major,
a graduate of Dickinson, was
a lawyer with an excellent practice in Baltimore;
two of the Battalion
Sergeants-major
were alumni of Howard University besides having had
special training in business principles elsewhere, and hence peculiarly
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adapted to their grades, one a graduate of Hampton and holding a highsal~ried position in the government
service at "Washington because of
his technical knowledge.
One of the Color-sergeants
was an instructor
at Hampton; and the other, a business man of good rating in Pittsburgh.
Further, the" personnel Department
had a graduate of the College of
Arts & Sciences, Howard University,
who had subsequently taken his
LL.B. from Dickinson;
and one man from Brown University.
The
Regimental-mail-sergeant
was graduated from Temple University, Philadelphia, and, at the time of his induction into the service, was a civil
employee of standing in that city. And so it was throughout the batteries
also. With the exception of the Chaplain and four officers ~f the Medical Detachment, all the officers of the 351st Field Artillery "were white.
In the evening of the 16th of June, 1918, the 351st broke camp at
Meade en route to Hoboken where they arrived and embarked on the
United States' Ship Great Northern, the following morning.
It "was not
until about 2 :30 in the afternoon of the 19th, however, that anchor was
lifted and they were considered as members of the American Expeditionary Forces.
No one was allowed out on any of the decks until we
had passed well without the harbor.
The Great Northern
and her
sister ship, the Southern Pacific, sailed from port convoyed by three
destroyers and as many planes, but the planes turned back after a short
while, ani dawn of the next morning showed us that the destroyers
had also returned to port. Yes, those two ships made the trip over
seas totally unconvoyed, the reason being, we are told, that they were
far too speedy for submarines and the gun crews were the best obtainable. The journey overseas was completed in a little over six days, the
only thrill (or shall we say "scare") given us being on the third day
from French waters, when a supposed submarine was spotted and the
guns on both ships opened fire. The object of our fears, however, proved
to be only a floating buoy, but the manner in which our crews trained
on it gave us added assurance of our safety.
Notwithstanding,
the
appearance of four destroyers, which we picked up twenty-four
hours
out from port, was the cause of the flight of much anxiety.
We landed at Brest, France, on the 26th of June.
Our mental pictures of a glorious greeting by the French people was modified to that
of a band of urchins who followed us all the way to the Pontenezan
Barracks, once a famous prison camp, begging us for $OU,$ and tobac~o;
this was obviously due to the fact that the novelty of the arrival of
American troops at this large" port had now worn down to an every day
occurrence.
Our sojourn in Brest, short though it was, was quite
sufficient to give us all rather bad opinions of France, for we were
bivouaced in large tents, ten men to a tent whose only flooring was mother
earth herself.
However, each man was later provided with boards put
together somewhat OP the plan of flower pot stands, upon which he made
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his bunk, such as he could improvise with two blankets and the remainder
of his portable equipment and pack. Had not the nights been so cold,
sleeping alone on those hard planks would have been enough to make
the most agreeable grumble; but our boys were wide-aw;ake to the fact
that they had comerto France to soldier, so very little dissatisfaction
was expressed, though most keenly felt. During our four days' stay
at Brest we got. our first actual contact with the French peasants and
found them interested in us only so far as our money was concerned.
Venders with fruits, nuts, and all sorts of odds and ends lined every side
of our camp and endeavored to sell us articles whether we wanted them
or not. This' contact bred the desire to know the French language, and
by the time we had left Brest, the knowledge of most of us embraced at
least two expressions: "Combien" and "Oui, oui", The more ag~ressive
had assimilated "Merci" also.
Our departure from Brest and trip into the interior of France gave
us an opportunity to observe French scenery and subsequently to gain
a more intimate knowledge of the customs and habits of the French
people. We did not appreciate until later how luxuriously we travelled
when we left Brest in first, second, and third class coaches, but were
inclined to grumble a little because fifteen men and ali their equipment
and rations were crowded into one of the narrow compartments intended
for ten travellers, and because our train ran so abominably slow. As
seen from a rumbling troop train, all France is intensively cultivate
and is one continual picture of landscape gardening. The land is Iaid
off into plots surrounded by hedges of banked earth or evergreen shrubs
and sometimes both, producing a wonderfully symmetrical effect on the
whole country. The hillsides present the appearance of well-kept front
lawns as pleasing to the eye in their greenness in the winter time as in
the summer months. A frame building is a rarity, for all of the houses
are constructed of stone.
But soldiers are not very sentimental or observant with respect to
scenery except in cases where they must select a portion of ground
whereon to rest, or are engaged in actual reconnaissance. More interesting were the "petites demoiselles" who waved us kisses in greetings,
as we rumbled past, or came out to give us bouquets of wild flowers
and to talk with us while we stopped on the road.
Two days and nights' journey brought us to Montmorillon (Vienne )
in the vicinity of which we pitched tents and remained to receive our
initial overseas training. It was in this area that we received and were
instructed in the use of the French pieces, the 155mm-6"Howitzer, which
were doomed later to play such havoc among the Hun forces. Our
knowledge, however, at this time was confined to learning the material of
the gun, the position and duties of the crews, and the motions actually
employed in firing. No actual shooting was done here in this inter-
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mediate training area.
Discipline was greatly emphasized, and special
details sent to schools for instruction
in orientation,
instrumentation,
. motors, tractors, handling of horses, etc. Daily contact was had with
the natives in this part; and not only did the men readily acquire a
knowledge of the habits, language, and general modes of living of the
French, hut won for themselves a confidence and love in the hearts of
the people that could not be shaken.
The white officers evidently avowed
that they would not countenance such relationships as soon existed, and
attempted to circulate among the people the falsehood that the colored
men were an ignorant, illiterate, discarded, diseased type of American,
warning the natives to have no contact of any nature with the soldiers.
Our boys disproved these stories by their very demeanor, by their gentlemanly bearing, by their quickness to learn the language and appreciate
the French customs, by their excellent physiques and soldierly discipline ;
so that the natives harbored a distrust for the white officer and showed
preference in all things to the Negro soldier.
To give a passing idea of
what we had to contend with from our own officers: the colonel was at
this stage appointed temporary commander of the 167th F. A. Brigade,
whereupon the immediate command of the regiment fell to the Lieutenant Colonel, who originally hailed from a clime far below the Mason
and Dixon Line, and who openly voiced it as his honest opinion that the
colored man would never make an artilleryman because he did not have
brains enough; further he wished that he had not been connected with
the Negro regiment.
In addressing the men assembled, he told them the
way in which he expected them to deport themselves with particular
reference to the French, emphasizing the fact that we would be regarded
in an entirely different light socially, that we would not be discriminated
against by the French as we were at home (something 'entirely new to
us all), and that we were not to mistake their purely platonic friendship. He warned us that in case of any difficulties arising he would in
each instance take the word of the French person without a hearing from
the soldier or soldiers involved, because, he declared, Negroes were
liars by heredity and he could never believe them. The difference between
him and our big-hearted colonel was shown when latera
regiment vi
white troops were bivouaced with us in the same field. The inevitable
clashes between the white and colored soldiers came and resulted in
some very serious casualties among the white soldiers.
When the colonel
of the white regiment brought his grievances to our colonel, Colonel Cole
answered him thus: "I brought these men over here to fight and 'they
are good fighters.
If your men don't bother mine, mine won't trouble
yours."
.
On one occasion, a white Military Police had ordered a colored soldier
out of a certain cafe in which the man had a perfectly legitimate right to
be. His grounds for refusing to obey the Military Police's orders were
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excellent, since he was deporting himself gentlemanly,-merely
sitting in
conversation with a girl. Upon the soldier's refusal to leave, the Military
Police drew a revolver on him, whereupon the girl promptly thrust herself between the pistol and the colored soldier, telling the Military Police
that if he must shoot, he would take her life also. This one incident and
many similar help in a degree to answer the many queries concerning
the treatment of the Negro by the French; for this was typical of their
attitude, if a bit dramatic. The author has particularly fond memories
of this little town of Lathus (Vienne) because it was there that he found
and adopted hIS little French mother, Mme. Chassat, who looked after
him, fed him, mended his clothes, and treated him 'with the love of a real
mother.
When the colored troops left Lathus and Saulge (Vienne), the folks
came to the trains and actually wept in bidding our boys farewell. The
following authentic certificate is evidence of the deportment of the author's battalion during training in the intermediate area:
Department Vienne,
Le Maire
Dtt Saulge.
Certificat de Bonne Conduite.
Je, soussigne, Maire deEaulge, canton et arrondissement de Montmorillon (Vienne), certifie que pendant leur sej our a Saulge du 3 juillet
au 12 aout, 1918, le Troisieme Bataillon du 351e artillerie lourde, s'est
conduit irreprochablement et sans un incident malheureux pendant leur
sejour.
.
En evidence de ma bonne foi, je delivre ce certificat.
Le Maire, M, EUGENERENAUD.
At La Courtine (Cresuse), the big French artillery camp, whither we
next went for final training prior to going to the firing line, there were
several artillery brigades at the same time. Here the friction .between
the races was also noticeable, but we were kept so busy training both
day and Right that many incidents were passed over as inconsequential.
All the details of actual warfare were learned at this cantonment, and the
167th Field Artillery Brigade won for itself the reputation of being
among the best that had passed through the camp of instruction. In
tests of mentality many of our men vied with and proved themselves
equal and superior to many of the officers in questions of mathematics or
some intricate problem in reconnaissance or orientation. It was a common thing for a Battery Commander to have a man who carried only the
grade of Instrument Corporal to figure out his deflections and corrections
of the moment for firing problems, because the corporal could calculate
more rapidly and more accurately than the Battery Commander or other
officers below the grade of Captain.
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Colonel Cole was promoted to rank of Brigadier General while at La
Courtine, a grade which he had twice refused because of his desire to
command the regiment which he had organized and fathered.
This was
a decided loss to the regiment and felt most keenly, particularly because
the man who had called the boys "hereditary liars" was given command.
Whatever were his motives, we do not know, but we were soon hustled
off to the front lines where matters became a trifle more interesting.
Our arrival and detraining at Frouard, some kilometers north of
Nancy, was observed by a flock of enemy planes which were subsequently
driven away, but returned that night and gave us a warm and friendly
welcome in the form of a lively bombardment that lasted about one-half
hour-Fritzie's
slight indication that he knew what was going on behind
our lines. His knowledge was such and his range so accurate that he
placed a shell within fifty yards of one of our guns as it was being drawn
into position in the Bois le Pretre.
.
To draw a comprehensive picture of a battalion of artillery in actual
combat is difficult without tedious technical explanations, but there are a
few points that should be of interest. Artillery does not fight in trenches
as many suppose, but is usually camouflaged in a thick wood, or on a
hillside where some natural protection is available.
The men do not
occupy trenches permanently, but use them for passages to and from the
front .line of fire, and make their actual domiciles in dugouts near the
gun positions. Activity of artillery is confined for the greater part to the
night, the heaviest firing being just before midnight and before dawn.
Fritz found it difficult to understand the American method of working at
night when one should be asleep and undisturbed.
He got but little rest,
however, at least in our sector as will be shown by the following specimen
of orders fired during the week preceding the signature of the armistice:
"P. C. Vassal, 11/3/18.
SCHEDULE

FOR

BATTERY

'E'.

First Platoon-Neutralize
77mm Battery at 377.725-242.425,
one gun
to fire FA. and one gun to fire No. 20 Gas.
Second Platoon-Neutralize
77mm Battery at 376.940-243.420,
one
gun to fire F.A. and one gun to fire No. 20. Gas.
RA TE OF FIRE: 2 rounds per piece per minute for 10 minutes; 1
round per piece per minute for 20 minutes. H.-hour
2 :10, Nov. 3.
Watches will be synchronized at 22 hours, Nov. 2, and checked at 1 :30
hours, Nov. 3.
TOTAL number of rounds-160.
The front of each battery should be
covered with both H. E. and Gas. Try to fire required number of
rounds but do not fire beyond the 30 minute period; in other words,
no shots will be fired after 2 :40 hours, Nov. 3.
By order of Vassal #1."
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"

To: E Battery:

A. Fire 54 No. 5 (Gas) shells at the rate of two per gun per minute,
followed by a 5 minute intermission.
B. Then fire 100 [o. 20 (Gas) at the rate of 2 per gun per minute
for 5 minutes, followed by a 5 minute intermission.
The balance to be
fired "Continuous Fire From the Right", at 3 minute intervals.
All
these to be fired at mean elevation of previous schedule. Battery "F"
will turn over as many No. 20's as they have, the balance to be No. 5's.
Report when firing of gas shells commences.
By order of Vassal #1.
11/5/18-21
RATE

OF FIRE

FOR BATTERY

1 shot per gun
1 shot per gun
1 shot per gun
Otherwise schedule is
that H-Hour is 23 :00
REMEMBER

THE

:15.

"E":

per 2 minutes for 10 minutes
per 3 minutes for 15 minutes
per 5 minutes for 20 minutes
exactly the same as schedule for last night, except
o'clock.
INFA

'AND POWER

ITRY.WATCH

YOUR

ELEVATIONS

CHARGES.

By order of Vassal.#1.
.
The accurate and effective fire of our artillery won praise on all sides;
the French called us the "Automatic Artillery", contending that we could
without failure hit any target on which we laid our guns. 'vVe wonder
what the Huns' opinion of us was. The following is an exact copy of a
clipping from the Paris edition of the New York Herald published during the last week in November:
"NEGRO

ARTILLERY

HELPED

WIN

FORET

DE FREHAUT.

(Special Telegram to the Herald)
Nancy, Friday-c-The appearance of the band of the 350th Field Artillery regiment in Nancy for a concert was the first notice here that the
only brigade of Negro Artillery ever organized had been defending
Nancy by holding the Marbache Sector north of. Metz. This organization, the 167th F. A.Brigade,
came up behind the line about a month
before the end of hostilities.
It was so eager to get into the fray that
the men drew some of their guns into position by hand.
The Brigade participated in the taking of the Foret De Frehaut.
It
was the accurate fire of the Negro Artillery which reduced the resistance
and enabled the infantry to capture the position without great loss."
The following Operation Memorandum shows more in detail just
what the 92ndDivision was doing a few days before the signing of the
armistice:
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HEADQUARTERS
AMERICAN

·92ND DIVISION

EXPEDITIONARY
A.P.

FORCES

O. #766.
7 Nov., 1918.

OPERATION

MEMORANDUM

NO. 41.

1. When the Marbache Sector was taken over by the 92nd Division
the Germans owned"
0 Man's Land" and were aggressive.

..

They held-BELLE
AIR FARM
BOIS DE TET D'OR
BOIS DE FREHAUT
VOIVROTTE
FARM
VOIVROTTE
WOODS
BOIS DE CHEMINOT
MOULON BROOK

2. The constant aggressive action of our patrols, night and day, has
resulted in many casualties to the enemy, and the capture of many
prisoners.
3. Each of the places named above has been raided, as has EPLEY
also, and patrols have penetrated north nearly to the east and west line
through PAGNY.
The enemy has been driven northward
beyond
FREHAUTE
and VIOVROTTE
woods, and eastward from CHEMI'NOT woods across the SEILLE, destroying the CHEMINOT
bridgeevidence of the fact that he regards the 92nd Division as an uncomfortable neighbor, and intends to avoid close relations in future.
4. 'Nest of the river excellent results have followed energetic offensive
action. The enemy has suffered losses in killed, wounded, and prisoners
during the brief occupancy of this part of the sector.
5. These results should greatly stimulate and encourage every mar'iTn
the Division.
With the prospect of efficient artillery support in the
future, there will be no let up in the hammering of the enemy wherever
found.
6. Unit commanders will promptly submit reports of all especially
meritorious actions of officers or enlisted men, in order that the same may
be appropriately recognized.
7. This will be read to all troops of the 92nd Division.
By command of Major General Ballou:
ALLEN

Colonel, General Staff,

J.

GREER,

Chief of Staff.

Official Copy.
Finally, the following general orders were issued by the officer who
had previously regarded his Negro troops as "hereditary liars":
HEADQUARTERS
351ST FIELD
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EXPEDITIONARY

FORCES
December

General

Orders

27, 1918.

No.3:

1. When you landed in France, you were acclaimed as comrades-inarms, brothers in a great cause. In the days that you have 'passed, 110
man, no woman, no little child has had cause to regret that first generous
welcome.
Surrounded
by new and unusual conditions, beset by subtle
temptations, you have yet kept your hearts high and with purpose fixed
on the high ideal of service, you have put away those things that did not
contribute strength for the task in hand.
You have been men.
2. Through rain and mud, in tents or in cold billets you have cheerfully pushed on to fit yourselves for the final test and at length you
came to the front lines. There, under fire by day and' night you served
the pieces, sending back gas for gas, and shell for shell, two for one.
The orders reached the g~:ns because you maintained communications,
the ammunition was there because neither the elements not the enemy
stopped you. The mission has been accomplished an~l you have become
what America expects her sons to be-Soldiers.
3, Your first six months of Foreign Service have ended; accordingly
all officers and enlisted men of the 351st Field Artillery are hereby authorized and ordered to wear one Service Chevron.
As surely as this
chevron stands for something accomplished, just as surely, it imposes
an added obligation; it sets a new standard of soldierly qualities; it is a
reminder of what manner of men you are, As you have earned it fairly
and well, so will you strive to be worthy of it and of the things for
which it stands, every man a guardian of the good name of his regiment.
By order of Co!. W. H. CARPENTER:
GEORGE C.MATHER,

Capt. F. A., U. S. A.) Awjutan».
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IN PRAISE OF THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION.
Martha Mccl.eor, A. M., Associate Professor of Education.
many years, as everybody knows, the scientists and the classicists
have been waging a merry war as to what knowledge is of most
worth.
So long and loud has been the conflict that few persons, except
those directly interested, have observed the quiet, yet persistent, advance
of. a group of subjects which bid fair to take rank as among the most
important studies in the curriculum.
This group of studies is known as
studies in education,
Among the legacies of the Great War none has been more insistent
than the renewed belief of our ancestors in the necessity of universal
education as a sound basis for a democracy.
Typical of this awakened
interest is the Smith-Towner
bill before Congress. asking for a Department of Education,
with a secretary in the President's
cabinet and,
among other items, asking that $15,000,000.00 be set aside for the training. of teachers.
Another significant fact is that state certificates are
asking for detailed information
as to the professional
studies pursued
while the candidate was in training, whereas state universities, like Iowa,
and endowed institutions, like Chicago, are grading secondary schools in
accordance with the number of teachers who have had specific training
for their work.
Unless all signs fail, the study of educatio~ bids fair
to rival, if not to take precedence of, a large part of the work done in
our colleges and universities.
In the teaching process there are three f actors-c-the child, the subject
matter and the method of getting the subject matter into the child's mind.
Hence arises the need of psychology, the study of the mind; a knowledge
of the various studies to be taught; and general and special methods of
imparting this subject matter to the child. But back of these subjects,
rationalizing and illuminating the whole teaching process, is the history
of education, the story of how things came to be as they are.
In the last analysis, what differentiates
man from the lower animals
is his ability to apply intelligence to the facts of his environment,
including under this term social and economic forces, as well as physical.
The story of man's rise from savagery through barbarism to the quasicivilization of the twentieth century is simply the story of the inter-action
of his intelligence working on the environment
and the environment
modifying his intelligence.
As an index of this inter-action, the educational scheme in vogue at any given time may be taken as an example of
what the majority of people had achieved in the way of intellectual
development and to what extent they had been able to change and improve their environment.
Hence the history of education may be stated
in terms of the history of the intellectual life. Ellwood puts it very
clearly in his Sociology in Its Psychological Aspects-"The
key to progress lies in the psychical adjustment of the individusociety and the
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psycl.ical adjustment of the individual to society is very largely a matter
of education even in the narrow sense. This is demonstrable,
not only
by the experience of every day life but by the examination
of the
civili.ation of the past, for all civilizations have developed in one way
or another upon educational processes, not only for their continuity but
also largely for their development.
Not only has culture been passed
down in history essentially by educational processes but these processes,
controlling the formation of habits and character and ways of thinking
and ways of acting in individuals, have been the explanation of much
of the social progress of the past."
It is just this point of view which
teachers need to have in order that they may be real educators, not
mere teachers of the third or fourth grade, or of a certain specified
sub j ect matter.
Of the persistently recurring problems of life perhaps none is more
perplexing to parents, teachers, nay, even to governments
themselves,
than the question of the proper adjustment between personal liberty and
group control,-the
inevitable question of how to achieve progress and
yet maintain a stable society.
A record of the various answers to the
problem with an opportunity
to estimate the success or failure of the
solut.on, may be found in the study of the educational ideals and institutions of the passing ages. From primitive man, who allowed no
deviation from the type, to the Greeks, who have made the greatest
efforts to find an answer to the problem, back to the darkness of the
Midd e Ages and the laborious ascent to the present day, we find
numerous attempts at a proper solution, attempts which whether success f ul or not, cannot fail to help us to reach a more satisfactory
adjustniznt of the conflicting interests in society.
Teachers, since they are occupied with the foundation work of the
Republic, need the gift of patience which is the result of a long viewpoint over the past achievements
of those who have blazed the way.
They need the heartening and tonic effect of the example of the long line
of martyrs who bave given their lives for an ideal, for the faith that was
in th :,m. They need to realize that they do not stand alone. that their
struggles are not personal, but are typical and the unique inheritance of
all tl ose who dare to be different in intimating that there are higher
heigl. .s to be reached and possibilities of a larger life. Socrates, Plato,
Xenoihon,
Vittorina
da Faltra, Abelard, Luther, Erasmus,
Ascham,
Corncnius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel and a whole host of others
agon. red, preached, and died with their ideals unfulfilled.
The very
obvir us lesson of which is that the young teacher must not be discourr 3'ed if the- reform which is begun this week is not completed next.
Also the debt of gratitude which we owe to those who have by their
strug ..:-;les made possible the joys of life' which we enjoy today entails
upon us a duty to carryon that their work may be complete through us.
Sociology teaches us that "periods of relative stability in institutions
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are followed by periods of criticism and disorganization, only to be followed again by periods of upbuilding and relative stability." The history
of education furnishes the examples of this process and, in so doing,
helps the young teacher to realize that the only hope for civilization lies
in a well-ordered progress; that an unyielding conservatism is as inimical
to a democracy as a heedless radicalism.
The Age of Pericles gave way
before the assaults of the Sophists, who paved the way for the disintegration of Greece, to which Latin culture succeeded, only to be overthrown in its turn by the barbarians.
But man's intellect could not be
arrested at this point. It rose to a small renaissance under Charlemagne in the eighth century, only to fall back again in the ninth, although
not quite so far. Another rise in the thirteenth century, another set
back, another rise in the fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth with alternate setbacks, and the probability
of a repetition in the twentieth.
No matter how dark the present, for
our time, may be in the trough of the wave of progress, the crest is
bound to rise and carry the world a little further.
It is our part to do
our best to hasten the change in the tide.
There are those who interpret history in terms of the individual
genius, as a series of biographies.
Not so the teacher of the history of
education.
This study links itself with the scientific historians who
explain progress as a social movement dependent upon the rise of the
common man. In this way, the study is democraticised
and the value
of the individual enhanced.
This, too, is in line with the teachings of
sociology. Age after age has seen the rise of geniuses and prophets
preaching a new idealism only to be refused a hearing because the mass
of men were not ready to receive the message.
Roger Bacon, J ohn
Russ, Guido Bruno, and a long army of other martyrs gave their lives
that we who came after might live more abundantly.
Abelard fought
for religious and intellectual liberty and was hounded to death by an allpowerful church. Luther, four centuries later, 'carried through a more
extreme program because he spoke what many men were thinking and
were desirous of having said. Rousseau proclaimed the rights of the
common man and spent his life in the midst of persecutions; Froebel
and Pestalozzi caught the fire of reform from him and, in spite of discouragements and lack of general interest, and put his ideas to the
proof; today J ohn Dewey carries them on, because the mass of men
have grovvn to within listening distance of the truths which Rousseau
spoke to deaf ears. Is not this an inspiration to the youthful idealist
when his batfle-worn senior reiterates with sickening monotony. "What's
the use of making a fuss? Better draw your monthly check and keep
quiet; you will only make yourself disliked."
Intellectual honesty is such a rare attainment that it seems as if only
those especially favored of the gods ever even approximate it. It seems
an irradicable part of human nature to revere the accustomed and to
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idealize our own preferences as to modes of life and ways of thinking.
The college curriculum is no exception to this rule. Subjects are extolled and their value raised to the nth power for no apparent reason
except because of the glamour which tradition has thrown around them.
Such an irrational
viewpoint
concerning
knowledge
is bound to be
overcome by the acquisition
of a proper perspective of the historic
raison d' etre of the subdivisions of knowledge and of their place in the
curriculum.
If it were generally known why Latin was taught in the
beginning, purely as the vernacular,
and how it came to acquire its
present prestige,-that
mathematics was once a timid handmaid knocking
at the gates of the college currie u: U111 very much as the household arts
are today;-that
the sciences arose to meet a social need and not from
any overwhelming
desire to save the world by means of the scientific
point of view, there might be mor e open-minded discussion of the programme of studies in our schools and college:'.
In fact, in the course of
time, it might be found that all branches of knowledge have worth, that
intellectual variation might not mean intellectual inferiority and that a
college or high school which serves all members of society is superior to
one which caters to a select few.
However, the history of education teaches something else besides idealism, valuable as that may be, The subject matter of the course is
valuable in itself. The prospective teacher needs to know the best which
has been thought and taught all through the ages. She needs to know
what Ius been attempted, what has succeeded, what has failed.
She
needs to know, and come into contact with, the ideals and aspirations
of men and women who have helped mould the life of nations through
their educational work.
The Republic of Plato, the Instit-utes of Quintill.an, the Emil« of Rousseau, the Education of Man of Froebel, the
works of Herbart,
Luther, Melanchthon,
to mention only a baker's
dozen of the rich treasurers
of the intellect too often neglected, are
worthy the study and serious attention of any student.
A knowledge of
the rise of universities, of the close connection between the church and
the school, of the rise of the elementary school in the wake of the democratic movement, of the secondary school as persisting through time as a
school for the select few, is absolutely necessary for a leader in the community which every teacher should be.
Such, then, is the history of education, potentially if not as it is always
taught.
But, to paraphrase a panageric of mathematics of David Eugene
Smith's, "If the teacher does not impart all of this to the student, if the
student does not learn it all, the fault liesriot in the subject matter."
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RECONSTRUCTION IN THE TEACHING
OF ENGLISH
G. David

Houston,

A. M., Professor

of English.

A

RETROSPECTIVE
glance at the educational theories and dogmas
of the past quarter of a century reveals a: remarkably widespread
tendency towards practical education.
So widespread, in fact, has been
this tendency that American schools have modified and expanded yearly
their curricula to minister more effectively to the immediate needs of
their students.
The once cherished notion that the academic institutions
should prepare merely for the so-called genteel occupations has long
since been routed by the more modern and progressive view that such
institutions should prepare for all the occupations-professional,
industrial, and commercial.
Despite, however, this obvious leaning towards
less theoretical and more practical education, the same old, traditional
notion of the purpose of in truction in English still lingers in American
schools.
This unfortunate
situation is attributable
partly to the comparatively recent introduction
of systematic instruction
in the English
language, and partly to the former slavish adherence to the Latin tongue,
which somewhat retarded and discouraged
instruction
in the English
language.c-but
more especially to the mistaken notion of the aim of such
instruction,
Instruction in the English language, if such instruction has any merit
at all, means,-first,
to teach the student to interpret the thoughts of
others; second, to teach the student to give adequate expression to his own
thoughts;
and third, to develop the student's culture and broaden his
outlook, through the medium of literature.
The first and second aims
are obviously complementary,
but the third aim is almost solely dependent upon the first; for without the ability to interpret the thoughts
of others, the student has but slender, i~ any, hope of appreciating literature.
Strange to say, however, so much stress is usually placed upon
the study of literature that the study of composition, which is the spinal
column of instruction
in English, is sadly neglected.
The prevalent
belief seems to be that the student is reasonably well equipped in his
mother tongue when he has conned over a number of masterpieces of
British and American literature, when he has adroitly traced the history
of such literature from its initial period to the present day, and when he
has committed to memory copious passages of the most select masternieces.
However laudable may be this pedantic evaluation of a student's equipment in English, the opinion cannot be forced upon the public; for the
exacting public expects a person trained in a reputable institution tc be
able to read intelligently, to speak correctly and intelligibly, and to spell
correctly the words he uses daily. The critical public expects such a
person to know how to compose a credits+' ~ letter, and to organize and
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develop his thoughts.
Judgment, obviously, is not based on the person's
knowledge of masterpieces,
or on his facility in discussing periods of
literature,
or even on his graceful ease in quoting the masters,-but
rather on the correctness
and effectiveness
of his oral and written
English.
The very same kind of judgment is employed by the colleges
which admit by examination only.
Failure to pass the entrance requirement in English means inability to write correct and intelligible English.
True, the second part of the examination
aims to test the applicant's
knowledge of certain works prescribed for special study; but it matters
not how extensive the candidate's knowledge, of literature may be, if he
is deficient in the elemental principles of the English language, or if his
punctuation and spelling are deficient, he is denied admission to the class
in English.
Both the public and the college virtually agree that it is
proficiency in composition, oral and written, which prevents a persgn
from being convicted of unpardonable
ignorance,
How well equipped is the average American youth for this kind of a
test of his English P The answer is clear and loud. Every college in
the land looks disparagingly
upon the English of entering Freshmen.
Such English is usually deficient in grammatical usages, the elements of
composition,
and spelling (more appropriately
termed the lost art).
Entering
Freshmen
have apparently
written so seldom in their preparatory school that it is not a strange experience to find a student who
has not the slightest conception of a sentence or of a paragraph.
The
fact is that the secondary schools are gradually slipping from under the
burden of drilling students in composition.
The reasons are manifest.
Just one hour is provided for literature and composition combined.
The
hour may be divided to care for both subjects, or the week may be
divided into "literature
days" and "composition days," or the year may
be divided into a semester of composition and a semester of literature;
but on the whole, the literature receives by far the greater attention,
Most teachers prefer the poem, the play, the essay, or the novel, and
why not?
The theme to be corrected offers no inducements,
The task
is confining, irksome, and laborious.
Moreover,
the increasing' high
school attendance in normal times swells the classes in English, for the
subject is usually prescribed;
and very few school boards see the need
of increasing the faculty to provide for the increased student body. The
teacher of English, therefore, finds theme correcting an impossibility;
and there is no need of assigning papers which cannot be corrected,
The adverse criticism of the American youth's English is not confined
to the college only. Just now, the American people are viewing with
increasing suspicion and apprehension
the validity of the traditional
instruction in English.
They have seen, heard, and felt the deficiency of
such instruction.
If current reports are dependable, the draftees, representing the very flower of American youthhood, proved as a class to be
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pathetically deficient in their knowledge of the English language.
An
almost incredible number, irrespective of nationality, race, or sectional
environment,
were found to be even illiterate.
Already the American
people are asking the question, "What is the matter with our school
system?"
Miss Rankin has condemned the whole educational machinery
of America as a failure, and is urging a reorganization.
Other voices
are being raised .. Evidently, no reconstruction
program will be entirely
satisfactory to the American people, unless the system of American education is thoroughly reorganized for economy and efficiency. With this
general educational reorganization,
must come a reconstruction
in the
teaching of English.
At present, instruction in English tends too much towards the aesthetic
and not enough tewards the utilitarian.
It is apparently designed for
tht: "favored ft:w" rather than fqr the mqS~3S. This criticism, hovever,
must not be misconstrued as p~littling tlw benefits derived from the study
qf literature,
It means merely that the course in English, the number
Qf students usually assigned to a, class, and the general handling d the
course ought to tend towards 111U9hmore intensive instruction in com.
position than is qrdinarily given, In other words, the emphasis should
be laid UP0l"lthe utilitarian kind qf English. The student who has a fait'
command of the principles of composition is very likely to get genuine
pleasure out of the literature, because he holds the key with wh .ch to
unlock its treasures.
.
The gravest mistake, perhaps, in teaching English is the attempt to
teach literature as though it were a subject like history, or mathematics,
or physics.
Many instructors
fail to realize that the interpretation
of
literature, like that of any other art, depends primarily upon the development of the critical faculty.
Frequency in reading does not necessarily
imply intelligence in reading.
Instructors, therefore, must not conclude
that because they have covered, in an artificial fashion, a number of
literary masterpieces,
that they have created within their students an
appreciation
of literature.
A far more substantial
training lies in a
systematic drill in analysis and synthesis, the very processes. which a
well organized course in composition employs.
The better quali fied a
student is to express his own thought, the better qualified he becomes to
interpret the thought of another, and the more readily will he interpret
and enjoy literature.
Whenever this sober truism is fully appreciated'
by instructors in English, the aesthetic aim will cease to dominate their
instruction; and composition will be given its rightful place in the course
in English.
No longer will instructors try to inject into their students
an appreciation of literature, but rather develop in them the power of
interpreting and, consequently, of enjoying the printed page.
With this change in the aim of teaching English, must come the added
responsibility
of each member of the faculty in the teaching of the
subject.
The designation ·of a group· of teachers
as instructors in
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English gives rise to the erroneous

notion that all the instruction
III
to such instructors.
To most students are so-called
instructor in English is too often the only person for whom English is
studied.
Written work prepared for such an instructor claims the attention, care, and finish that no other written exercise by the same student. is likely to receive.
The recitation in' English, more so than in any
other subject, is likely to arouse the student's efforts to use good English.
Self-corrections,
suggesting conscious endeavor to use correct English,
are more frequent during the English recitation period than at any other
time.
In short, the student is likely to feel that if he succeeds in satisfying his instructor in English, he has performed his duty so far as his
English is concerned.
The student, however, is not wholly accountable for this strict limitation of his use of English.
The department of English is regarded by the
other departments as a foundry with a repair-shop attached to it. In the
foundry is moulded the student's English; in the repair-shop, all flaws
are mended.
Since such a convenient foundry exists, instructors
in
other departments are prone to believe that their professional duties call
. merely for the teaching of their special subjects.
Close attention to the
student's English means a loss of time for the actual teaching of their
own subjects.
Then, too, "What are the instructors
in English fod"
To change this distorted view of the strict limitation of instruction in
English, it is necessary for the reconstruction
in the teaching of English
to define every teacher's duty.
Every member of the faculty should consider himself an instructor in
English; for a lesson in any subject is, at the same time, an exercise in
English.
An oral lesson affords an exercise in oral composition; a written Jesson, an exercise in written composition.
Subjects vary in the
amount of practice in English they furnish, but all furnish some exercise
in. English.. The instructor's
only means of measuring the student's
progress in any subject, however inadequate
such means may be, is
through the recitation and the written exercise.
It matters not what
the subject is, the student's outlet, in the class, for his newly acquired
knowledge is by means of his spoken and written English.
The importance, therefore, of English in its relation to the other subjects in the
curriculum
can hardly be overestimated.
Unlike any other subject, it
finds ready employment in every classroom.
It forms an inseparable
part of everylesson.
The subject matter, to be sure, may be of primary
concern, but the expression of it is of corresponding
importance.
No
instructor does his full duty when he neglects the student's expression.
T~ expect any group of instructors to assume, in from three to five hours
a week, full responsibility for the teaching of a subject indispensable to
every other subject in the curriculum is preposterous,
to say the least.
Every instructor has an opportunity
to break the student's habit of
throwiiig together his English in exercises not previously labelled
English

is restricted
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English. Nothing will .impress the student with the idea that good
English is for all, and not special, occasions more than the insistence on
this idea by every instructor.
No instructor should be satisfied with an
exercise of any kind that is deficient in English.
The student should be
made to feel that the kind of English which he uses in his recitations
and written exercises has much to do with the success or failure of any
particular endeavor.
The acceptance of papers containing poor spelling,
grammatical and rhetorical errors is the indorsement and encouragement
of future careless English.
To ignore temporarily
poor English and
later report the student's deficiency to his instructor in English, cannot
have the desired effect on the student.
The practice reminds one of the
act of the patrolman who ran four blocks to the station to report that a
man had fallen overboard, when immediate action on the spot where
the accident occurred might have saved the life. The instructor
for
whom the student u ed the incorrect English is the best person to call
the student's attention to the errors, and to insist upon the corrections.
Does it seem to be asking too much of-let
us say the instructor in history-to
have him correct the English of his students?
Reverse the
situation, and let the student confuse historical facts in the class in
literature.
What should the instructor in English do,-ignore
the errors,
or report the student's deficiency to his instructor in history?
Surely he
would do neither, but correct on the spot the errors which he detected.
The fact is that any instructor who has his work so narrowed that he
teaches just one unrelated subject is a positive detriment to the classroom, no matter how brilliant he may be.
.
This kind of correlation
and assistance by the entire faculty will
necessitate
a comprehensive
knowledge
of what the department
of
English is attempting
to do. Perhaps, the only justification
of the
designation English for a special group of instructors lies in the fact that
such instructors make a special study of the perplexing problems that are
peculiar to the teaching of the subject.
They discuss and. adopt methods.
They outline or follow a prescribed course arranged to add yearly to the
student's knowledge of his mother tongue.
The other instructors, ·though
not called on to make the same study, should be acquainted with these
problems.
They should, by all means, adopt the symbols of the department to call attention to errors.
Let us suppose that the department of
English has adopted SS to mark a mistake in sentence structure.
A
student weak in sentence structure becomes much more impressed with
his need for improvement, when he finds that same SS on his paper in
history, on his paper in philosophy, on his paper in Latin, and so forth,
than when he finds it merely on his paper in English.
In the former
instance, he has the entire college artillery firing at him; in the latter, but
a single rifle.
Again; the reconstruction
in the teaching of English will require every
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member of the faculty to be well equipped in English j- for whenever the
student can hear instructors
making some of the very same mistakes
that he is criticised for making, he is less likely to improve his own
English.
Much of the instruction in English should be acquired through
the imitation of the instructors'
English.
The atmosphere at all times
must be conducive to such instruction.
Unfortunately,
in these days of
academic freedom, prospective teachers may be graduated with a comprehensive knowledge of some particular subject, but lamentably weak
in the use of English.
Such persons, when they become instructors,
should be required to give a generous portion of their spare time to selfimprovement in English.
Another grievous mistake that must be corrected during the reconstruction in the teaching of English is the practice of making the department of English a veritable dumping-ground
for teachers who show no
promise in teaching other subjects.
The prevalent opinion seems to be
that anybody can teach English.
When, therefore, teachers fail to giy~
satisfaction in teaching other subjects, they are often dropped into the
department
of English;
for it is thought that they can surely teach
English.
It is amusing to read frequently
the letters of prospective
college graduates applying for positions as teachers.
They usually close
their letters with the assurance that they "can of course teach English."
They feel called upon to explain their fitness to teach their special sub.
ject, but consider their co1lege degree a sufficient guarantee
of their
fitness to teach English.
Even superintendents,
who are supposed to be
experts in school management, frequently make the pedagogical blunder
of assigning some of the weakest teachers in the institution to classes in
English.
They evidently feel that the teaching of English affords so few
difficulties that a weak or an inexperienced
teacher is more likely to
succeed in teaching English than in teaching any other sub.ject. For this
reason, too many of these homespun English teachers are making possible
yearly the facetious remark that "anybody can teach English, but no one
succeeds in doing so." On the contrary, the teaching of English is by no
means an unimportant
or easy undertaking.
It is one of the most responsible tasks in the American schools, and the successful teaching of
such an indispensable subject may well be considered an enviable achievement. A subject so essential to every classroom should not be intrusted
to the poorly equipped teacher, but rather to the specialist.
It follows, then, that the minimum knowledge of an _instructor
in
English must conform to the three-fold
aim of the study.
Such an
instructor
must know English grammar, and must know it not as a
collection of memory gems, but as a real science that can be applied.
The study of formal English grammar has been tossed _about so carelessly by untrained teachers of English that its cause has suffered in
recent years, and both teacher and student have grown to look upon it
as a valueless study.
The real function of the study of grammar, there-
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fore, seems to be misunderstood,
and its service to the teacher OI
English overlooked.
Grammar is the science of letters, of words, and of sentences.
It
considers. and examines language f rom its most elementary form to its
most complex organization.
It does not, of course, guarantee correctness in writing or talking any more than anatomy guarantees deftness in
surgery.
Its aim is the acquisition of knowledge to help the art of
composition, precisely as the aim of anatomy is the acquisition of knowledge to help the art of surgery.
The instructor of English, therefore,
must know the science of every construction
in the language.
Imagine
how much respect a student entertains
for the teacher who mutters
incoherent and unintelligible sentences, when the question of a right or
wrong construction is raised in the class. A wide-awake student in the
English class can drive almost to distraction a teacher poorly equipped
in grammar.
If the knowledge of grammar serves no other purpose,
it fortifies the instructor against such attacks, and thereby helps to pr\!o
serve his professional reputation.
The instructor
in English, further,
must know how to write the
English language with clearness and accuracy.
He need not necessarily
be a writer of note, but he must be able to write naturally, logically, and
tastefully.
He must be able to go to the board occasionally to write
concrete illustrations of what he teaches.
Students of high school and
college age secretly demand some evidence of their instructor's
practical
knowledge of the subject which he teaches.
For this reason, if for no
other, the instructor should occasionally satisfy their demand.
He will
surely have wider influence with his class. If he cannot write clearly
and accurately, he has no place in a classroom in which English is taught.
If he is deficient in the principles of composition, he is a disgrace to his
profession.
Every instructor in English must exemplify his own teachings, and not imitate the instructor who told his class that a preposition
was "the wrong part of speech to end the sentence with."
The instructor of English, moreover, must know th~ literary history
of the language which he is teaching, and must be well read in English
and American literature.
His information
must be both extensive and
intensive; that is, he must have an extensive knowledge of the whole
range of the literature and an intensive knowledge of the authors most
commonly studied.
He should, consequently, be able to recall easily the
significant periods and movements in the literary history of- England and
America, together with the contemporaneous
history of such periods and
movements; and he should know intimately and critically the masters of
the language which he teaches.
In addition to his extensive and intensive
knowledge of English and American literature, he should be conversant
with the literatures of other languages.
The reason is obvious, for the
English novel is the only type of literature that is indigenous.
The
drama, the epic, the romance, the elegy, the essay, the satire, the lyric,
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the sonnet, and the various other types of literature
are of foreign
derivation.
The instructor
in English, therefore,
must have a broad
knowledge of other literatures.
Finally, the instructor in English should be well grounded in at least
one foreign language.
It matters not what mastery the instructor has
"over his mother-tongue,
or what attractive style he has acquired, or what
wide acquaintance
he has with literature, his preparation
for teaching'
English is incomplete without a profound knowledge of at least one:
foreign language.
If such knowledge must be restricted to just one
language, Latin will be found the 1110stserviceable; for in the first place,
English grammar is, with a few exceptions and modifications, a reproduction of Latin grammar.
English teachers who have taught grammar
to students knowing Latin will verify the assertion that the task is much
easier than teaching grammar to students not knowing Latin.
In the
second place, the Latin vocabulary is the most important source of the
English vocabulary;
so that the person who acquires a knowledge of
Latin roots, prefixes, and suffixes is, at the same time, acquiring an excellent training in English etymology.
Other languages are serviceable, but
none can exactly take the place of Latin, which is the fountain head of
English speech.
The instructor in English, then, should be a student of
Latin, if he must restrict his knowledge to one foreign language only.
This, then, is the scope of the reconstruction in the teaching of English.
The aim of the teaching must be changed to conform more strictly to the
utilitarian function of English; the entire faculty must share 'the burden
of teaching such an indispensable subject; and the department of English
must not be made a convenient dumping-ground
for the inefficient, but
safeguarded by the appointment of teachers who know the science of the
language, who know how to write clearly and accurately, who have an
extensive and intensive knowledge of the literature, and who are welJ
g"011l1ded in at least one foreign language-preferably
Latin.
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HOWARD ALUMNI YOU OUGHT TO KNOW
A. P. Russell, Jr.. D. D. S.
ROMINENT
among the colored
professional
men of greater Boston is one of Howarrl's Academj

P

nivcrsity, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
After being graduated from the Harvard Dental School, Dr. Russell settied
in Poston and bezan immediately
to

Alfred P. Russell Jr. D. D. S.

graduates, Alfred P. Russell, D. D. S.
While yet a student In the Academy, Alfred Ru sel determined upon his professional goal, dentistry, and decided to
pursue his chosen course at Harvard
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work at his profession.
It was not long
before it was whispered about that he
was a very successful dentist, and in a
few years he has established a business
which is peer to that of any of Boston's
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He maintains an
successful dentists.
Park
office in busy and aristocratic
Square.
Dr. Russell is recognized as an expert
in his profession and is considered an
authority in cleft plate work. In recognition of his ability, he was elected as
lecturer and demonstrator in the Forsyth
Dental School of Boston.
Aside from standing high in his chosen
profession, Dr. Russell is a man of the
hour in fraternal and political organizations.
He is also President of the
Local Alumni.
After establishing a practice, Dr. Russel I decided to establish a home and
chose as his wife Miss Mabel Grant,
daughter of the late renowned and eminent dentist, Dr. Grant of Boston. Mrs.
Russell is a lady of extreme culture and
refinement and is possessed of a great
deal of ability along musical lines, being a singer and pianist of great skill.
Mrs. Russell is a graduate of the New
England Conservatory of Music.
The Russells have a promising little
family. Their eldest daughter, Lillian,
showed signs several years ago of havinz inherited the best traits of both parents and we have no doubt that the
YOU1;ger children have done likewise.

G. H. P. Ganaway
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J. H. P. Ganaway
G. H. P. Ganaway was born in New
Jersey and educated in the grammar
schools of his home town, He was not
satisfied with a grammar school education, however, and came to Washington
to enter Wayland Seminary.
Later he
entered the Howard Academy and was
graduated in 1900.
Having decided to enter into the Undertaking
business, Mr. Ganaway attended the Barnes College of Anatomy,
Sanitary Science, and Embalming. Since
graduating
he has established a prosperous business and is one of Boston's
most successful undertakers.
Mr. Ganaway is secretary of the local Howard Alumni Association of Boston, and it was largely through his efforts that the reception given for Dr.
Durkee in Boston was such a marked
success.

Capt. William

Myers Slowe
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Capt William Myers Slowe
Captain William Myers Slowe, Howard Dental School 1901, is a prominent
dentist in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
'When the war broke out, he volunteered
for service, receiving a first lieutenant's
commission. He was called into active
service, in June, 1918, and sailed for
France in August of the same year. He
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served with such distinction in the Arzon ne 'Forest and the Marbache Sector
that he was promoted to a captaincy.
Captain Slowe was mustered out of service July, 1919, and immediately resumed
his practice in the City of Brotherly
Love. "Doc," as his friends affectionately call him, is one of the most popular professional men in Pihladelphia.

Don't fail to get a copy of the next Record

ALUMNI NOTES
The Howard University Medical Alumni's Rally at the
National Medical Association Meeting
THE annual meeting of the National
Medical Association, held at Newark,
New Jersey, from August 25 to 29, was
an unprecedented success from many
angles.
Among the many interesting
events, the "get-together"
meeting of
the Howard University Medical Alumni
was perhaps the outstanding feature of
the convention.
On Thursday, August 27, 1919, at the
Robert Treat School, the alumni of all
the departments of the Medical School
assembled in a meeting presided over
by Dr. E. A. Terry, who introduced Dr.
W. C. McNeill, secretary of the Medical School, as the speaker of the afternoon.
Dr. Me Neill's address was in
the nature of a practical talk to his fellow alumni, yet it was an eloquent appeal. The response of the gathering to
Dr. McNeill's remar,ks was immediate
and enthusiastic.
Love for the old
school ran through the remarks of those
who succeeded in gettng the floor, for
everyone wanted to express himself.
The enthusiasm and interest were not
confined to Howard men alone. Graduates of the University of 'Pennsylvania,
Meharry, and other inst.itutions, who had
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been invited to the meeting, expressed
themselves in no uncertain terms on behalf of the work that the Howard Universitv Medical School has done and is
still doing. They heartily concurred in
the unanimous opinion expressed that
the work of the schcool must continue,
and joined the alumni in giving generous pledges of subscriptions to the work.
The net result of the meeting was the
raising of ten thousand
dollars in
pledges, the amount to be paid in a year.
This sum will be the nucleus of a larger
amount of twenty-five thousand dollars
to be raised in a nation-wide campaign.
among the Howard, University Medical
Alumni.
The spirit of goodwill toward the
school was manifested not only by the
members of the profession but by the
large number of laymen present. 'I'his
getting together of the Howard University Medical Alumni marks the dawn
of a new era of better things for the
Howard University Medical School.

The Boston Alumni's Midsummer Dinner
THE Howard University Alumni of
Boston gave a dinner to President ].
Stanley Durkee, at the Elisabethan, the
fashionahle Hub hotel, on Thursday
night, August 14. The occasion was one
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of splendor and mirth.
The old grads
were at their best to greet Dr. Durkee,
and to show him that genuine Howard
spirit exists in Boston.
Although
a
long way from the old bell, the Boston
alumni still hear its lingering tones.
Alma 111ater, the sweetest of all college
songs, was sung with much enthusiasm,
with Miss Norma Ganaway, class babJ'
of 1900 at the piano. Dr. Durkee gave
an instructive and inspiring talk, which
aroused the alumni to the summit of
their enthusiasm.
Among those present were the honored guest, President
Durkee, Dr. 'Wheatland, Dr. A. P. Russell, Dr. Don J. Pinhero, Dr. T. E. A.
McCur dy, Dr. J. ]. Smith, Dr. ]. M. Cleland, Mr. Boone McFarland,
Miss L.
Peyton, Miss Alice Turner, Mr. Fairclough, Mr. D. D. Hall, Mr. Moore, and
Mr. G. H. P. Ganaway.
MISS JESSIE F. HAILS'rALK,College '19,
is head of the Department of English
in Avery Institute,
Charleston,
South
Carolina.
RE\-ERENDLEROY HODGSON,Theology
,16, after three years of successful service as teacher and pastor at Bluefields,
Nicaragua, has been sent by his missionary board to take a special course in
Howard to prepare for an impotrant
position in his native country.
REVERENDSAMUELLAVISCOUN'r,Theolog~, '17, now pastor of the Congregational Church in Mobile, Alabama, has
been sent by the Alabama Association
to represent them at the National Council of Congregational
Churches soon
to meet at Grand Rapids, Mich.
REVERENDK. L. MOORE,Theology' 17,
for two years principal of the school at
Grambling, Louisiana, and more recently engaged in the Young Men's Christian Association work, has returned to
Howard for further study.
CHAPLAIN A. S. HELM, Theology '17,
is taking post graduate studies at Drew
Seminary, Madison, New Jersey.
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REVERENDF. ]. BAILEY, Theology '19,
diploma course, has returned to Howard as a candidate for the degree of
Bachelor of Divinity.
MISS ETHEL PARNELL,College '19, is
teaching in the high school in Sumpter,
South' Carolina.
MISS NANNIE DAY, Teachers College
,19, is teaching in the high school in
Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
MISS JUANITA BYRD, Teachers
College '19, has accepted a teachership in
the Sapulpa High School, Oklahoma.
MISS LEAH LEWIS, College '19, is
teaching Latin 111 the Norfolk
High
School.
MISS JENNIE MUS'rAPHA, College '19,
who served so efficiently last year as an
instructor
in English, has entered the
Young 'Women's Christian Association
work, and is stationed at Columbus,
Ohio.
MISS ELSIE BROWN, ColLege '17, has
been appointed teacher of English in
the Dunbar High School of Washington.
J uuus A. THOMAS, JR., College '18,
is attending the Pittsburg Law School.
\iVILI.IAM LARK, College '19, has entered the Boston University Law School.
MRS. C. D. B. KING, Teachers College
the distinguished wife of the President of Liberia, visited extensively in
America, during the past summer.
She
looked in upon her Alma Mater, and renewed many old acquaintances.
,II,

MISS MAE HARPER, College '19, one
of Howard's histrionic stars of recent
years, is engaged in Young Women's
Christian Association work in Pittsburg.
MISS MARIAN E. LA COUR, Teachers
College '19, is teaching French in the
Wheeling High School.
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MISS HAzEl, CRIct, Teachers College
'19, enj oys the distinction of being the
assistant librarian of Carnegie Library
in Louisville, Kentucky.
THE MISSES EDNA PROUT, OI,IVE CESAR, AND RUTH SMAI,LWOOD,
all Teachers- College '18, are teaching in the Norfolk High School.
JUI,IAN HUGHSON, Teachers College
'17, has resigned his position in the high
school of Norfolk to become a teller in
the Tidewater Bank of Norfolk.
MISS NORMACl,AYTON,Teachers- College '19, is engaged in teaching in the
Lynchburg High School.
MISS BIRNEISIS MOTTE,Teachers College '19, has been elected as an instructor in Education and History in Paine
College, Augusta, Georgia.
MISS DOROTHY ROBINSON, Teachers
College '19' enjoys the unique distinction
of teaching in the State Reformatory
of Pennsylvania.
BEN JOHNSON, Teachers College' 19,
is pursuing graduate work in the School
of Business Administration
of Harvard
University.
J J
JESSE HESI,IP, College '17, after helping to run the Huns out of France, has
entered the Harvard Law School.'
ROBERTPENN, College '17, who helped
J esse to displace the Huns, has also entered the Harvard Law School.
VVILl,IAM H. JOWI,IN, College '19, is
assistant principal of the high school in
Northfork,
West Virginia.
. MISS RUTH STtPHENSON, College '19,
has accepted a teachership in English in
the high school of Charleston,
West
Virginia.
MISS Lucy CASH, College '19, has
accepted a teachership in history in the
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junior high school of Charleston,
Virginia.
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MISS MABEl, GIBSON, College '19, has
entered the Miner
ormal School of
Washington.
Miss Helena Norman, Teachers College '19, is teaching school in West Virgirua.
MISS VICTORIA PEGRAM, Teachers
College '19, has been appointed princical of the preparatory
department
of
the Virginia Theological Seminary and
College, Lynchburg, Virginia.
MISS WANS~R BAGNAl,l" Teachers
College '19, formerly one of the student
editors of the RECORD,is teller for the
Christmas savings in the
orfolk Bank.
DR. JOHN S. OUTl,AW, Medical '91, is
one of Howard's
most distinguished
graduates in California.
He has a very
lucrative practice and is a member of
the Chamber of Commerce in the City
of Los Angeles.
DR. DIBBl,E,another Medical graduate,
has the distinction of being the physician for the Southern Railroad in Kansas City, Missouri.
Some time ago, he
took the Federal Examination
for the
Philippine Medical Service, and in competition with others ranked first in the
State of Missouri and fourth in the
United States.
THE Medical School is enjoying the
unique honor of supplying Freedmen's
Hospital with all the internes this year.
The following doctors of' the Class of
1919 are internes in the local hospital:
Henry ]. Austin, Charles H.' Boyd,
Stansbury M. Carter, Jonathan R. Contee Cook, Eugene H. Dibble, Archie R.
Fleming, Lawrence W. Jackson, Herbert
O. Matthews, Harold C. Stratton, John
B. Walker, and Ralph].
Young.
Edward S. Baker, jr., Medical '19, is
an interne in the Old General Hospital
.of Kansas City, Missouri.
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GIBBS CHISHOLM, Medical '19, is an
interne in the Bellevue Hospital, New
York City.
PRICE;P. COBBS,Medical '19, and Ivorite L. Scruggs, Medical '19, have both
been appointed internes in the Tuskegee
Institute Hospital.
JAME;SR. JOHNSON,Medical '19, is an
interne in the Mercer Hospital, Philadelphia.
MISS SARAH E. M. KINNE;R, Medical
'19, has also been appointed interne in
the Mercer Hospital of Philadelphia.
GE;ORGE;
H. GATE;S, Medical '19, has.
been appointed Assistant Anesthetician
in Freedmen's Hospital.
MISS Lucy D. SLOWE;,College '08, has
been appointed principal of the M Street
Junior High School, Washington.
Her
merited promotion brings her the distinction of being the principal of the
first colored junior high school in the
country.
The Howard University Law School
has launched upon its most propitious
year, having enrolled to date 109 students: Juniors 71, Middlers 26, Seniors
12. Never before in its history has
there been such a large number enrolled
in the first year class, the number being
twice as large' as in any other year.
Not only can it boast of this large number in the first year class, but it also
claims the distinction
of having five
young ladies as members of this class,
thereby making a total of eight prospective women attorneys in Howard University Law School. It seems that this
much neglected profession bids fair to
rival those of Medicine and Dentistry
in point of numbers.
The recent world
conflict has brought the Negro to a
deeper realization of the necessity of
being well informed in this profession
which has to deal with the administering of the rules which govern men in
every walk of life. He sees now clear-
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ly that he must be thoroughly prepared
in this profession which more or less
carves out the metes and bounds of society.

A Note to the Alumni From

the Registrar
ALL alumni are requested to make
out a list of the names and addresses of
other alumni that they know and send
this list to the Office of the Registrar.
Our present alumni file is getting out of
date, owing to the change of address of
many of the alumni during the last few
years.
In order for this condition to
be remedied, the cooperation of every
alumnus is absolutely essential,
Vlfe are urging, therefore, that each
individual alumnus who would like to
be kept in touch with the movements of
thinzs at the University may find it possible to give one hour to this patriotic
task. Speed this notice to other alumni
so that our aim may be quickly accomplished and every part of the country
be touched.
Do not feel that because
some one else in your vicinity is going
to send a fist you need not. You know
many alumni in other places that no one
else knows. There' has been much complaint that the alumni scattered throughout the country never .hear anything
from the University.
Unfortunately,
there is much truth in this. The fault,
however, is two sided. The alumni have
failed to keep the University informed
concerning their whereabouts.
The Uni-:
versity, on the other hand, has not
made full use of those addresses which
aloe authentic and up to date. But let
us close that book and start a new one.
You do your part so that we may have
a chance to do ours. Send us the lists,
and do it now.
During the past summer several alumni sent some very interesting lists to
the Registrar's Office. Among them was
one from Profess~r W. E. Tibbs of the
Savannah State College, Savannah, Georaia a graduate of Teachers College, '14,
who sent us a list of fifty names of
alumni in Georgia and elsewhere.
We also heard from Dr. C. B. CharI-
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ton, Surgeon-Dentist,
in Beaumont,
Texas, andDr. James C. Wallace of the
same place.
From the Law Office of W. Justin
Carter, Harrisburg, Pa., came a list of
graduates and former students, containing a number of familiar names, including Drs. Charles H. Crampton, S. ].
Lewis, James Togans, Thomas and
James War ricks, Dr. B. B. Jeffers, and
Dr. Arthur B. Blackwell. With these
men supervising its hygiene, the mortality of Harrisburg must be very low.
On the same list appear the names of
John Baker and Miss Mary Edmonds.
Miss Margaret B. Bugg, College '19,
now located at the State Normal School,
Fayetteville, N. C, sent in a very enthusiastic letter and a list, including
Professor Reginald Lynch, now at the
St. Augustine School, Raleigh, North
Carolina;
Mrs. ]. B. Middleton, located in Savannah; and Drs. Kyle M.
Pettis, Medical '90, and Harry W. Riech,
Pharmacy, '18, located in Lynchburg,
Virginia. - It would be a fine thing if
every graduate of last year would send
in such lists as Miss Bugg sent. Do not
wait to be asked individually, but do
your bit by sending us ten or a dozen
names and addresses of Howard people
with whom you have come in contact
recently.
Mr. G. W> Dickens, '14, located at
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, sent us
the names of Professor Thomas French,
Drs. Fred Cook and Frank Parkhurst,
and Miss Quarrels, all located in Elizabeth City, North Carolina. This is a
large enough group to maintain an
alumni association, and there are one
thousand such groups throughout the
country.
Help us get other names as
Mr. Dickens has done.
Professor T. W. Turner, of our faculty, made a swing through the South
during the summer and on returning
dropped into the Registrar's Office and
left a list of names of Howard people
whom he had met on his journey. These
included Dr. H. Claude Hudson Dr
Frank Spellman, Dr. ]. C. Roy, Dr. A:
O. Lyons and Dr. ]. L Johnson and
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brother. This is a good example. When
you have gone anywhere and met some
new Howard people, just drop us a
post card, if nothing more, headed
"Alumni," containing a list of names
and addresses of Howard people whom
you met. It enables us to have a starting point for further names.
For example, from the list supplied by
Professor Turner, we sent a letter to
Dr. Hudson, who in turn sent us a list
of four names, including some names
not received before.
In this way, we
have a sort of endless chain. You will
readily see, of course, that if this is
kept up for about a year, we will have
a list containing not only the names of
every graduate, but also the names of
every former student of the University.
Such a list is what we want and need.
I am asking you to do your part. In
next month's issue of the RECORD we
will report in detail the responses received from this letter.
From
Charleston,
West
Virginia,
comes an enthusiastic letter of inquiry
from Robert L. Jones, distinguished
citizen and physician of that city, excaptain and football star of the Howard
team back in the nineties and a graduate of the Academy and the School of
Medicine. His letter is personal but the
spirit is public property. He asks anxiously the prospects of the football team.
Fortunes and misfortunes of Alma Mater are to him his fortunes and misfortunes. He and Howard are one. We
want more of that sort of spirit-the
spirit that makes a man sit down and
write a letter to Howard with the same
fervent devotion that he writes a letter
home.
When the football team went to
Charleston to play the West Virginia
Collegiate School, Dr. Jones and the
other devoted Howardites of that city
r~ceived the team, rooted for the team,
entertained the team, and saw them off
on their journey homeward, in true college fashion. Charleston and its Howard spirit must be multiplied one thousand times.
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About a Howard Man

September 30, 1919.
Professor David Houston,
Howard University,
Washington, D: C.
My dear Sir:
When Mr. George Edgar' Hall, of
Greenville, Kentucky,
enlisted in the
Y. M. C. A. for service overseas he referred to you as one who could vouch
for his qualifications and character.
Mr.
Hall has just returned after six months
of service. He was assigned to special
work in Chaumont; and later was Assistant Hut Secretary in Valdahon, in
-which capacities, I am pleased to inform
you, he made a very good record.
vVe greatly
appreciate
Mr. Hall's
work, and we are confident that as one
of his friends you will be glad to hear
this, and to pass on this information to
others that they may know he has "made
good.'
Yours very sincerely,
Signed; H. Cowley Car-roll

Class of 1917
ON the night of ] une 3, 1919, Class
'17 Liberal Arts held its first formal
re-union in the Library of the University.
The group assembled,
though
small, was representative.
A welcome address was delivered by
General President
Percival R. Piper.
This excellent speech was followed by
an inspiring message from Dr. ]. Stanley Durkee.
Dr. Durkee, after welcoming the Class
to the University,
commented briefly
upon the - circumstances incident to the
closinu of the school term in 1917. He
expre:sed the hope that, as war conditions had prevented the Commencement
exercises of that year, the Class would
select" some future Commencement season at which to celebrate its graduation.
President Durkee explained next the
plans of the new administration to raise
the standard of the University.
Class
'17 listened with intense interest to the
wonderful
future
outlined
for their
Alma Mater. The spontaneous applause
which followed the President's closing
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words, gave evidence that those present
were in perfect accord with the plans
for a "Greater Howard."
At the conclusion of the program, refreshments
were served and informal
speeches were made.
Every member
present gave an account of his activities
during the two years away from Howard. Some had served heroically with
the A. E. F. in France; some had been
training raw recruits in the Army Training camps; many had given valuable
service in the profession of teaching;
a few had bravely launched out into the
business world; a number had continued
studies in the professional
schools of
the University; and still others had entered Government service in civil capacities. The notable feature, however,
was that all were busy and "on the job."
Class '17 was particularly gratified to
have had Professor
T. Montgomery
Gregory present at its first re-union.
No '17 program would seem complete
without a word from Professor Gregory,
who has been a sort of sponsor for the
class' since its Freshman
year.
Mr.
James Wanng, Captain and Mrs. C. C.
Johnson and Miss Louise Nixon, old
friends of the Class, were also made
especially welcome.
As the first step in its policy of cooperation for a better Howard, Class
'17 presented a fifty-dollar scholarship
to the University.
This scholarship is
to bring to the University a student
from Kansas for the year 1919-1920.
Class '17 plans as its share toward
bringing about the "Gerater Howard"
to donate a scholarship each year. As
the fifty-dollar scholarship already donated was subscribed mainly by local
members, the class hopes with the aid
of the out of town members to double
this amount for next year.

Welcome Address Reunion
of Class of 1917'Lieutenant Percival R. Piper, President. Class 1917
TO President
Durkee of Howard
University and fellow classmates Greeting: It is with no small degree of pleas-
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ure that I stand before you on this our
first reunion within the walls of the
largest, greatest, and best Negro University in the World to bid you welcome.
For the two' years of our separation
I have been in the service of our United
States Government and have visited the
institution on several occasions.
When
this was impossible I have ever held
our Alma Mater in fond remembrance.
The inspiring and helpful lessons given
by my instructors have been instrumental in guiding and framing my life. They
have compelled me to act and strive to
accomplish something which will reflect credit upon my race, my school, and
myself.
No doubt you have been inspired in a similar- way.
Our class did not have its closing exercises, nor the opportunity to march
upon the platform as other classes have
done and receive with many plaudits
our diplomas, As you recall, this country was engaged in what will be known
in hi§tory' as the "World War," the
greatest Will' since the creation of the
world, and school closed at an earlier
date than had been planned, and the customary procedure of closing was omitted, yet we completed the c~urse of
study in the four years prescribed, performed all the duties imposed by the
President and Faculty, and more besides.
It would take a profound historian,
one far more capable than I in compiling, to chronicle the many interesting
incidents and undertakings in which our
class took part.
But now, dear classmates, let us look
into the field of education,-education
the thing which has made the world
civilized, . the thing which modern civilization must have in order to solve its
many intricate problems.
Education is
a broad subject and it will be impossible
for me to tell you all of the things that
may be gained by having a broad education. It carries with it the art of intelligence, self respect, better ways of
Jiving, advanced methods of science and
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a wide knowledge
of other peoples,
countries and their customs.
Vve have
had but a small amount of this education and if we can make it possible let
us ~hake hands with opportunity and
<Yeta little more. Then let us share it
with the brother who is striving for an
education or use it as it best fits our
vocation or profession.
We must study wel! the changed methods and ideas of education.
Tennyson
says, "The old order changeth giving
places to new and God fulfills himself in
many ways lest one good custom should
corrupt the world." So this greatest war
was brought and is still bringing marvelous changes in our midst. The industrial, the mechanical, the social and
educational centers are transforming, as
it were, under our very eyes. Educators are most alert and enterprising to
meet the demands of our new day in
our schools.
The nation is awake to
the need of a more direct attention in
preparing the youth for the duties and
privileges of citizenship.
One of the
great effects of the war has been to emphasize the prime importance of the history of the day. The Negro of this
country must keep abreast of the times
by applying himself with greater zeal to
the study of history as it relates to our
race variety.
Everybody is a citizen.
We are to
teach citizenship-to
teach civic obligations. Not only are we to teach race
loyalty but loyalty to American principles, looking forward to the day when
the rights and immunities guaranteed
other Americans shall be given us as G.
part due to a loyal and patriotic PCJ!Q =
Let us ever strive to make this 2 C=cratic nation in reality and one
be known as "the land of the
e-r-rthe home of the brave."
I welcome you back, oh
welcome you back to the la:,;<~=::::::ef::!es:
Negro University the
known ..

==--=-_ =
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UNIVERSITY NOTES
The Board of Trustees of Howard
University voted at their annual meeting
in June that the following members of
the faculty be advanced in rank as follows:
'NILLIAM JOHN BA Dun, S. M., from
Associate Professor to Professor.
ALONZOHERTZELBROWN,A. M., from
Associate Professor to Professor.
"VALTER DYSON, A. M., from Associate Professor to Professor.
*NUMA POMPILIUS GARfIELD ADAMS,
A. M., from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor.
MONTGOMERYGREGORY,A. B.. from
Assistant Professor
to Associate Professor.
MARTHA MACLEAR, A. M., from Assistant Professor
to Associate Professor.
GEORGEWASHINGTON HINES, A. B.,
from Instructor to Assistant Professor.
CHARLOTTEBEATRICELEWIS, Mus. B.,
from Instructor to Assistant Professor.
METZ TULLUS PAUL LOCHARD,B, es
L., from Instructor
to Assistant Professor.
ERNEST JONES MARSHALL,A. B., from
Instructor to Assistsant Professor.
CHARLESHARRISWESLEY, A. M., from
Instructor to Assistant Professor.
*Resigned.
CHARLES SUMNER SYPHAX, A. B.,
LL.M., formerly Dean of the Academy
was elected Professor of Mathematics.
GF,oRGEOBADIAHLI'l'TLE,A. M., D. D.,
formerly Professor of Greek, was elected Professor
Emeritus of Greek and
Professor of T ew Testament Greek in
the School of Religion.
EMMETT J. SCOTT,A. M., LL. D., formerly Special Assistant to the Secretary of War, was elected as SecretaryTreasurer
of Howard University.
DWIGHT O. W. HOLMES, A. M., formerly Teacher of Psychology in the Miner Normal School of the District, was
elected as Registrar.
MISS HELEN H. TUCK, A. B., former-
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ly with the National Y. W. C. A., was
elected Acting Dean of Women and Instructor
111
Physical
Education
for
Women.
EDWARDLAMAY PARKS, A. M., D. D.,
formerly Treasurer
of the University,
was elected Dean of Men and Professor
of Economics.
GEORGEWILLIAM COOK,A. M., LL. M,.
formerly Secretary and Business Manager of the
niversity, and Dean of the
Commercial College, was elected Dean
of the School of Commerce and Finance
and Professor of Commercial and International Law.
MERTON P. ROBINSON, A. B., was
elected Director of the School of General Service.
DURING the summer, Miss Mary A.
Fitch, A. M., Ph. D., was elected to the
position of Head of the Department of
Domestic Science.
THE Trustees of Howard University
have arranged for the formal inauguration of Dr. J. Stanley Durkee, as the
President of Howard University, Wednesday, November 12, 1919. Elaborate
plans now in the making assure an academic event of outstanding importance
in the educ'ational world.
The g-reat
colleges and universities of the \~orld
will be invited to celebrate the inauguration of plans which are designed to make
the great institution at the capital of
the nation "a National University"
in
fact as well as in name.
On the next day, Thursday, November
13, a "Readjustment
and Reconstruction Congress" will be held. Addresses
will be made by individuals of national
and international importance.
The part
that colored men and women must bear
to a permanent solution of present-day
problems will be discussed in full detail
by these experts.
The secondary work of the old Commercial College has been discontinued; a
new department,
the School of Commerce and Finance
with all college
work, has been established.
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The reorganization
of the work of
Howard University along the most modern lines of educational
practice has
met with the hearty approval of both
educators and students generaIIy. From
all parts of the country and from foreign lands, inquiries
concerning
the
work of the different schools and applications
for admission
have fairly
swamped the Registrar's office for the
past two months.
Indications point to
the largest enroIIment in the history of
the institution during the coming year.
The reor-ganization involves important
changes in the departments of study of
the University and in its administrative
offices. The Academy has been abolished in order that the University,
known so long and so favorably as an
institution of learning, may give its entire energies to work in this important
field.
Students
who enter hereafter
must be prepared to do college work.
This preparation
requires fifteen units
as given in a standard secondary curriculum, added to eight years of preliminary studies in the elementary school.
Such work is being done in many schools
all over the country in such acceptable
fashion as to eliminate the need of a
secondary department at Howard.
The new scheme of organization provides, as a basis, the Junior College
which includes, in its courses, the work
of the Freshman and Sophomore years.
The work of the two upper years is carried on under the faculties of the several senior schools, namely, Liberal
Arts, Education, Commerce and Finance,
J ournalism and General Service.
The
School of Applied Sciences offers prescribed courses covering four coIIege
years
in Engineering,
Architecture,
Agriculture and Home Economics.
The
School of Medicine offers a four year
curriculum
and requires for entrance
at least two full years of college work,
including certain prescribed studies in
science and languages.
The Schools of
Dentistry and Pharmacy have the same
entrance
requirements
as the Junior
CoIIege, the former offering a curricu11Jm of four years and the latter three.
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The School of Religion has the same
entrance requirements
but offers two
courses, one leading to a diploma and
the other to a degree. The School of
Music similarly offers two courses, one
leading to it certificate and the other to
a degree. The School of Law offers a
standard three year course leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Laws.
A very attractive
pamphlet setting
forth briefly the advantages of the institution has recently been issued by the
Registrar's office for the information of
interested parties who apply.
.The annual catalogue, the largest in
the history of the institution, contains
detailed' information concerning the organization of the University
and the
courses offered by the different departments.

Tm:
Commanding
Officer of the.
Camp Devens R. O. T. C. Infantry
Camp, Camp Devens, Mass., announces
in an- official communication the names
of certain students from the various colleges and universities
of the country
who have won the approval of their
Commanding
Officers by their exceptional zeal, enthusiasm, and aptitude displayed by them in their work at the
Camp.
Out of a list of seventy-seven men
representing
such institutions
as the
University of Maine, St. Johns School,
N. Y, Clason Military Academy, New
Bedford
High School, New Britain
High School, Harvard University, Yale
University, New York Military Academy, CorneII University, Syracuse University, and institutions of that character, the name of Alston Burleigh, a
Howard
University
student,
appears.
Howard is the only one of the colored
schools whose representative
won this
exceptional mark of approval at Camp
Devens.
THE trustees of Howard University
by formal action last February
(1919)
decided to eliminate all secondary departments of the University
including
the Academy and the Commercial Col-
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lege. It was felt at the time that very
place at Howard University during the
serious inroads would probably be made
summer.
Each and every dormitory
upon the enrollment at the beginning
room in Miner Hall for young women
of the year, October 1919, in view of the
and in Clark Hall for young men, has
radical action thus taken.
The first
been newly plastered and kalsornined.
week's registration at the University last
In addition the University has commityear was six hundred fifty-one students
ted itself to plumbing and sanitary reincluding the College and econdary depairs alone amounting
to more than
partments, i. e., the Academy and Com$5,000.00, thus assuring to each and
mercial College.
The registration
for ,every student a freshened room with
the first week of the school term 1919sanitary surroundings
of the most ap20, including the students entering the
proved character.
Freshman and other classes, is six hunThe abolition of the Academy ofdred seventy-four;
in other words, the
fered the opportunity to install moderntotal enrollment
has held its own.
ly equipped executive offices in the Main
Building.
The first floor of the Main
The number of students admitted to the
Freshman class alone this year is three
Building thus becomes a beehive of executive industry, the class rooms being
hundred twenty, and greatly exceeds the
registration of the Freshman class last
confined to the upper floors. Rest rooms
year.
for young women have also been arThe registration of the Howard Un iranged in the Main Building and in
veristy Law School at the beginning of
Miner Hall, thus providing for the sothe term 1918-19 was forty-eight;
the
cial welfare of the young women who
total number registered during the first
attend the University from the city as
week of the present University term is
well as the occupants of Hiner Hall dormitory.
seventy-five, with twenty-five to thirty
INVITATIONSto the inauguration
of
a-pplications still pending.
President J. Staney Durkee have been
pending.
sent to one hundred of the great forIn the Howard
University
Medical
eign universities of the world, including
School the registration for the firs't week
the Universities of Brussels and Louof the present year is one hundred sixvain, Belgium; University of Ottawa,
ty-five, with six remaining days during
Canada; Government University, China;
which Medical students may registerUniversity
of .Copenhagen,- Denmark;
a total enrollment of 914 in all departUniversity of Bordeaux, University of
ments of the University during the first
Lyons, University
of Montpellier,
La
week.
Serbonne, and the University of TouT·his enrollment represents the largest
niversity of Cambridge,
number of colored students ever en- <Iouse, France;
University
of Birmingham,
University
rolled at any institution in America in
of Liverpool, University of London, and
purely college and professional courses.
Oxford
JJniversity,
England;
UniverHoward
University
thus starts out
sity of Edinburgh,
Scotland;
Univerupon her high mission and assumes a
sity of Bologna, Italy; University
of
~ew leadership in meeting the demand
Lisbon, Portugal j University of Petrofor a KATIONAL
NEGRO U IVERgrad, Russia; University of Chile, Chile;
SITY, thus fulfilling her proper duty
National University of Buenos Aires,
and mission as a national institution for
Argentine; University of Seville, Spain;
the higher and professional
education
and Royal University, Sweden. In adof colored youth. The opening week is
·dition, invitations have also been foran augury of the great future ahead of
warded to the most prominent educathe University.
tional institutions in America, both white
ELABORATE
physical changes have taken
and colored.
The inauguration of the
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seventh President of the University will
offer the opportunity to call attention
to the work of the University during the
past fifty-four years, and to the record
of its graduates as teachers, ministers,
lawyers, physicians, pharmacists,
business men and women, and as leaders
among the Negro people. Founded by
General O. O. Howard primarily for
the education of Negro youth, the University has "sent out more than four
thousand graduates from the college and
professional
departments
of the Uni-

verslty,

DEAN KEU,¥ MILLER addressed the
Baptist Convention in Austin, Texas, on
July 26. During his visit, he called at
the office of the Honorable Joseph D.
Sayers, honorary
trustee
of Howard
University, to renew the assurance of
gratitude
which
Howard
University
owes Ex-Governor Sayers for the service he rendered the University during
his sojourn in Congress.
The Ex-Covernor was out, but very promptly wrote
the following letter:
Austin, Texas.
July 27, 1919.
Dear Sir:
I very much regret that I was not in
my office when you called. Upon receiving your note I inquired as to your being in the city, and was advised that you
had returned to Washington.
If I had
known that you were to deliver an address, I would certainly have attended.
Though
it has been twenty years
since I severed my connection with
Congress, yet I still retain the most
pleasant recollection of. Howard University, and especially do I regard my position as an Honorary
Member of the
Board.
I receive each year its annual
report, and read it with great interest
and gratification.
It has my best wishes for its future
prosperity, and I sincerely trust that its
work may be rewarded with th~ most
abundant success. Should I have occaison to visit Washington, I shal1 not fail
to call at the University.
Assuring you of my high apprecia-
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tion of your visit to my office, and of
my deep and sincere regret that I was
then absent, and that I was unable to
meet with you when here, I am yours
sincerely,
( Signed)
Joseph D. Sayers.
Kelly Miller, Esq.,
Howard University,
Washington.
DR. STERLINGN. BROWN has been relieved of his classroom work in the
School of Religion for the present year
in order that he may devote more time
to the growing and very important work
of our Seminary Extension Department,
We have an opportunity to render a
large and unique service to the religious life of the country, limited only by
the funds at our disposal. Already we
are, embarrassed by our success. Under
the wise leadership of Dr. Brown the
churches are calling for our cooperation.
Howard
Schooi of Religion is
endeavoring to respond to the call.
REVERENPJAMES L. PINN, Theology
has been engaged as instructor in
some of the class work usually cared
for by Dr. Brown.

'02,

THE faculty and students
of the
School of Religion alike appreciate the
new organ provided for the use of the
department.
The organ, which had
aided in all of the general meetings of
the department for many years, was destroyed by fire in a down town store,
where it was being repaired.
The new
instrument seems to be well adapted to
meet the needs of our work.
PROFESSORRoy W. TIBBS has returned
to his duties in the Conservatory after
spending a year in study at Oberlin. He
received his Master's degree in music
at the June Commencement of that celebrated institution.

Prove your loyalty by subscribing to the Record.
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UNDERGRADUA TE LIFE
What You Missed
ON June 21, I, with six otlter Howard
men, reported to Headquarters,
Reserve
Officers' Training Corps, Camp Devens,
Massachusetts.
We were immediately
assigned quarters and were given necessary equipment
and clothing.
Soon
after this we were given physical examination, which all passed without difficulty. All Howard men were placed in
Company 5.
Company 5 was composed of fortyseven men, of which number eight were
colored. We had four colored lieutenants assigned to this company.
They
acted as instructors and coaches.
We
were in the ranks with men from the
leading institutions
of America, such
as University
of Syracuse, Columbia
University, Rudgers College, and several other prominent institutions. It was
the aim of the military officials in charge
to have each student act as cadet commissioned officers and non-commissioned
officers of their respective companies.
We colored students, were given our
turn in office, from buglers to captains.
On some days w~ acted as captains; on
other days, as lieutenants until we had
completed our full line of offices from
the lowest to the highest, and there was
absolutely no discrimination
shown in
the company regarding student officers.
All shared equally.
Besides learning mere infantry drill,
we received special training in rifle fire,
construction
of modern firearms, our
own and foreign make. We were also
benefited by health lectures on Sanitation and Hygiene, and Diseases. Every
precaution was taken to see that the student received the right kind of training and discipline.
We feel that this
training, so necessary in military life,
will make us better citizens and more
efficient in performing our civilian duties.
Each time a Howard man became a
cadet officer he proved efficient. This
fact was very noticeable when Mr. Als-
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ton Burleigh, of the Howard Conservatory of Music, acted as cadet captain
of the company. He conducted the drill
in a very gentlemanly spirit and military manner, which won many praises
for him that day. After that, Mr. Burleigh acted as First Lieutenant, Second
Lieutenant, and First Sergeant, He was
also picked by his company coaches, as
one of the eight best in the battalion
for excellence in bayonet combat.
Students Jordan of the Class of '23,
Keller '22, Johnson '21, Ephraim '22,
and Lee '~O also acted as officers and
non-commissioned
officers of our company. Vole tried to make good in every
possible way, not as individuals but a's
one large group working for Howard.
In so doing we were helping the race
at large, since the future race leaders
will come from the leading Negro colleges of America.
On July 3 we were asked by our
company commander to furnish a quartet for the Fourth of July Celebration.
We had only a few hours in which to
prepare but by earnest practicing and
careful selection of the material at hand,
we were able to present a Howard quartet which was well received.
At two-thirty
on the afternoon
of
July 4, the R. O. T. C. engaged in a
Track Meet.
In that Howard again
added more laurels to her wreath. Robert Ephraim won the roo-yard dash,
was first in the standing broad jump,
and helped to win the mile relay race.
Philip Johnson and Peach Jordan also
received honors in the meet. Johnson
ran with Ephraim in the half mile relay race; Jordan was third In the baseball throw; and Keller was third in the
Saturday to Monday race.
The classes in equitation were very
interesting and instructive.
Great care
was shown in teaching the students the
correct method of horseback
riding.
Mr. Keller. excelled his company in hurdling and was chosen as one of 'the best
riders in the whole school. He was also
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selected as Adj utant for battalion parade
the third day of the course.
The Howard men showed up well also
in the record qualification practice. Out
of seven Howard men, three qualified
for marksmen.
Out of a possible 150
points, 'Mr. Burleigh received 118; Mr.
Lee 113; and Mr. Keller 111.
The writer is exceedingly sorry that
there were so few who took advantage
of this opportunity to become Reserve
Officers in the United States Army, and
sincerely hopes that more young men
from colored colleges will take advantage of this opportunity in the future.
"THE, CHANCE WAS YOURS!
SEE WHAT YOU MISSED!
Alfred J. Lee, '20.

Howard Wins
SCQr~40-0

T~E

football season opened with a
sho] that was heard 'round the world.
Howard achieved a victory, the first in
two years, but it was a decided victory,
nevertheless,
Without question Howard
PaS the best football aggregation
that
has been seen in these parts for years.
They have speed, brain and brawn so
combined and balanced as to form a
perfect machine through practice, This
was demonstrated on the gridiron Saturday, October 11.
The day was hot, but, despite this
fact, the team took the field on the run,
full of "pep" and eager to prove itself.
The signal practice was brief but snappy, and amid cheers our boys retired,
as the Institution eleven trotted out to
warm up for the fray.
The spectators eyed the teams rather
quizzically.
So far as weight was concerned, they were evenly matched.
Yet
our opponents' quarter-back Moore, was
the same who had led Lincoln to a wet
and muddy victory last Thanksgiving.
After the preliminaries the teams lined
up, the band ceased playing, the whistle blew, the ball was kicked, and the
victory began, Upon receiving the kick
our boys ran the ball back to the midHowell
Thomas
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dle of the field. With two or three spectacular rushes we had the ball on our
opponents' twenty yard line with everybody ready for a touchdown, when we
lost the ball on a fumble. The Seminary kicked out, but the ball was
promptly brought back, only to be fumbled again by Howard.
One more costly fumble was made before the quarter
ended, but our boys had learned their
strength.
They knew their line was
impregnable;
they knew their backs
could "do it"; and, unless a miracle occurred, they knew their backs would
"do it,"
The second quarter began with a
smashing, slashing attack on the Seminary's right' tackle.
Gain after gain
was driven over him for as many first
downs.
Then with "fourth down and
ten to go," Howell hugged. a short snappy pass for the first score. Thereafter
Carter distinguished himself by kicking
the goal from a very difficult angle.
The Seminary received the kick .but
failed to gain. Her line was trampled
under foot and she was rushed back for
losses until finally she fumbled on her
goal line, and Nurse and Camper darted
through, recovered the ball and scored
a second time, Carter missed the goal
but soon afterwards broke through for
the third touchdown.
Brown was substituted in the second
half, and after about two minutes of
play ran wildly down the field for another score.
The remainder
of the
game was just a repetition of the beginning.
Merciless driving on the part
of Howard for two more touchdowns,
which "Big" Williams plowed over in
his peculiar loping style, ended the
scoring.
There were a number of men to fill
the places of those who retired, and substitutions were frequent.
However, the
identity and characteristic
snap of the
team remained the same. There was
neither let up nor dimunition of the
drive, and at no time was Howard in
any danger of defeat.
The original line-up was as follows:
Johns
Loveless
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Coley
~m~
LG
Tucker
Holton
C
Ward
Smith
R G
Allen
Nurse
R T
Hoyle
Hardwick
R E
Moore (Capt.)
~~r
QB
Watson
Downing (Capt.)
L HI
Washington
D~
RH
Usher
Williams
F B
The following men were substituted
As a matter of fact, Storer made but
by Howard :-Hughe~,
Green, Gardner,
one lone first down through the desParrish, Jefferson, Payne, and Keene;
perate effort of her right end in snatchby Virginia Seminary r-e-Harvey, Siming down a short pass. Storer's men
mons, and Bost.
persisted in tackling our men behind the
line time and again. "Ike", their capThe concensus of opinion seems to
tain, "starred",
He' was to be seen
be that our prospects are excellent and
everywhere
encouraging
his men and
that a few more games terminating as
tackling in fine style. But with all that
did this first will do a great deal toward
we rolled up against them 63 points .
defeating Lincoln, the one team that
Except for some broken field work on
. Howard must defeat to feel from an
the part of 'Brown,. our own men did
athletic standpoint that she is monarch
just what we expected of them, "Big"
of all she surveys.
W. A. Thomas '20.
Williams scored five touchdowns
and
then put his big "Tidewater
Special"
into the p;g skin for a goal from an
Howard Storer's Nemesis
oblique angle, rivalling "Cute" Carter's
Score 63~O
stunt of the preceding game.
Captain
STORERreceived a jolt on Saturday,
Downing and Hughes showed "beauOctober 18 that all but finished her.
coup" speed and form in circling the
The cogs in Robinson's Juggernaut had
ends, while "big little" Payne tried to
been well oiled, the gears were running
tear up the sod with his face in making
smoothly, and the new monster in the
himself a well earned touchdown.
guise of a football team was ready for
Thus far Howard has only resorted
action. From the first blast of the whisto
straight football tactics. She has emtle it was evident that Howard' meant
ployed end runs, line plunges, and forto win the game in the first quarter.
A
ward passes for all of her gains. It is
detailed account of the game would be
expected, therefore, that next Saturday
too monotonous, so let it suffice to say
will bring forth some eye openers from
that Howard took the ball from Storer
Coach Robinson's bag of tricks.
If it
and at the very beginning made a touchdoes, there will be some big surprises.
down "just for meanness."
So far we have two notches in our
\Ve practically took the ball \, henever
gun and Lincoln only five games away.
we chose and proceeded to trample all
W. A. Thomas, '20.
over our opponents and to roll up a
tidy score. Storer intervened with futile attempts to buck our line, with sporadic efforts to circle our ends, and with
a wanton waste of energy in trying to
fool us with a "funny little double wiggle shift."
These maneuvers were to
no avail. The score continued to mount
in our favor, "nor all their piety nor
wit; nor all their tears, could wash away
one point of it."
.
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The Glee Club in Virginia
ON Saturday night, October 4, the
double quartet representing
the Howard University Glee Club, at the urgent
request- of President Durkee, went to
sing at a- gathering held in honor of a
group of wounded soldiers from 'Waiter
Reed Hospital and the Naval Base. The
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Campus Notes
THE opening of the fall term marked
the entrance into the university of the
largest Freshman class that Howard has
ever known. The Freshman took very
kindly to the initiation ceremonies led
by the Sophomores, and already there
is a diminution of that fine green haze
that envelopes all Freshmen.
THE Sophomore class is with us again,
somewhat fewer in numbers, but still
a large class. Having "ruled the hill"
for one year, it was rather difficult for
them to take kindly to the masterful
manner in which the Freshmen assumed
the lead.
Into the dignified (?) realm of upperclassmen, proudly marches the class of
'21. The responsibilities of "mothering"
the Freshmen press heavily upon the
Juniors, and occasionally they must find
relief in youthful antics, suitable to the
tender years of their children.
CAN it be possible that those beings
of such serious mien are only Seniors?
We thought surely they were members
of the faculty, or at the very least, postgraduate
students.
[An eavesdropper
within the walls of Senior Hall, however, thought surely she had wandered
into a kindergarten].
THE students of the French Department, led by Freshmen of course, are
contemplating
a trip to France in the
early Spring, to teach Frenchmen how
to sing the '111arseillaise,-having been
very efficiently coached by Monsieur
Lochard.

Happy Hours
THE Delta Sigma Theta Sorority held
its annual At Home for the new girls
on Thursday evening, October ninth, in
Spaulding Hall.
The young ladies report a very enjoyable time.
THE Young Women's Christian Association welcomed the old and new girls
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affair was given under the direction of
the Department of the Interior.
It was
important, therefore, that. the club be
represented there, as Secretary Lane was
to have been present, as well as Senators and Representatives.
Professor C.
H. Wesley and Dr. Emmett J. Scott accompanied the double quartet.
THE Freshman Class of the Medical
department
met for the first time on
October 14.
The following officers were elected:
President,
Harry
L. Pelham;
VicePresident,
E. M. Johnson;
Secretary,
Miss Zenobia Gilpin; Assistant Secretary, G. C. Hollomand; Treasurer, Paul
E. Piper;
Chaplain, W. C. Baucum;
Sergeant-at-Arms,
H. E. Douglas. Executive Committee: W. S. Hayling, W.
A. Goodloe, J. R. Jones, C. F. Malone.

A Report of the Trials for the
Interclass Debating Team
October

21, 1919

(1) The trials for the Freshman Class
were in the Chapel on the evening
of October 20, 1919, at 7 :30 o'clock.
There were sixteen candidates on
the list for the trials.
The following men were selected
as members of the teams:
(15t Team.)
(2nd Tearn.)
E. A. Simmons
C. M. Jackson
Z. A. Looby
A. T. Tignor
E. R. Alexander
B. D. Adams
The Judges were, Mr. 'Waring, Mr.
Arnette Lindsay and Mr. William
Andrews.
(2) The trials for the Sophomore Class
were held in Library Hall on the
same evening, at 7 :30 o'clock. There
were thirteen candidates on the list
for the trials.
The following members were selected as members of the teams:
(1st Team.)
(2nd Team.)
W. F. Nelson
A. Payne
F. D. Jordan
]. G. Woods
M. T. Gibbs
William Jackson
The Judges were Professor Lochard
and Mr. Pollard.
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into the University and into the Association at a social held on the lawn of
Dr. and Mrs. Pratt, Tuesday evening,
October 7. The evening passed all too
quickly, with pleasant games and chatter.
THE vrsitmg football team from Virginia Theological Seminary and College
was consoled for its sad defeat, by a
.reception Saturday evening, October 11,
in Spaulding Hall. Incidentally, the reception was an occasion for the celebration of our own "sweet victory."
THE participants
in the usual Monday-Wednesday-Friday
promenades, on
the Campus, report extremely enjoyable
evenings,-in
spite of untimely showers. Instead. of parasols and fluffy garden hats, the young ladies of Miner Hall
now ventu-re forth, with umbrellas 'and
water-proof headgear.
THE parlor of Miner Hall is now in
condition to receive callers, so there is
a possibility that those people bent on
study may venture, with comparative
safety, into the library, in the evenings.
'liVEhave a football team this year that
rivals the Glee Club. If they can play
as we1\ as they can sing, Howard will
sweep old Lincoln clean sure enough.
Y 0)1 can hear them any time, especialy
in the dining room, but really to appreciate their melody, you should hear
Paine, Smith and Williams sing, as they
stroll on the campus after dark.
Verily, this is an age of reconstruction. Fresh paint has blossomed in Miner
Ha1\ where none ever grew, to the memory of the oldest inhabitant.
We are
so new and fresh and clean that we are
scarcely recognizable.
A renaissance
has taken place, and Miner Ha1\ has
been transformed from mediaeval times
to modernity.
We actua1\y look like a
college dormitory now. It is a change
which every Miner Hall girl heartily
approves, for in the New Howard,we
do not wish Miner Hall to be lackward
in material improvements any more than
she intends to be in mental growth.

http://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol14/iss1/1
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THE Young Women's Christian Association membership campaign closed recently with the largest number of mem-·
bers in the history of the branch. The
"Y" is planning very extensive educational and recreational work this year,
and enlists the support and sympathy of
every Miner Hall-ites.

Young Men's Christian
Association Notes
THE University Christian Association
has been exceptionally active in its work
for new students this year. One hundred and fifty cards of welcome were
mailed to the men whose applications
had been approved before September
first. During the opening days of the
Quarter, representatives
of the Association were present at the Union Station to meet new students and direct
them to the University.
A free check
room in the administration building was
maintained for five days. As a fitting
climax to the work of 'welcome, a reception to a1\ new "men was held in Spaulding Hall, Friday October third. Three
hundred men were present.
Speeches
were made by P-resident Durkee, Secretary Scott, Deans Parks and Miller,
Professor
Holmes, Rev. E. B. Smith,
and Mr. C. H. Tobias.

THE Religious meetings held each
Sunday morning in. Library Hall have
been well attended.
The first meeting
was held on Sunday, ·Oc~ober 'fifth. The
meeting was open to .all and many took
part, responding to the general theme:
"Vacation
Experiences."
On Sunday,
the twelfth, Secretary J. G. Logan spoke
on the theme:
"Christianity Our Greatest Need in the Present World Crisis."
Over one hundred men were present.
On Sunday, the nineteenth, the delegates
to the Kings Mountain Student Conference, June, 1919, made their report.
The fo1\owing men were delegates:
Thomas H. Lloyd, J. :M. Miles, Wm. M.
Gibson and ·Edward P. j imson. Dr. E.
A. Cook of the School of Religion was
one of the conference leaders.
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Tm: desk and chair used by the late
Mr. W. A. Hunton, Student Secretary
of the International
Committee of the
Young
Men's
Christian
Association,
was presented to the University by Dr.
J. E. Moorland to be used in the Young
Men's Christian Association office.
September
Dr. Emmett

30th, 1919.

J. Scott,

Howard University,
Washington, D. C.
My dear Dr. Scott:
I desire to present to the Young Men's
Christian Association of Howard University through you and President Durkee, Mr. William A. Hunton's desk and
chair which it was my privilege to use
for many years in our Washington office. Mr. Hunton was the first paid
colored Secretary beginning his work
in Norfolk Va., in 1888. When he became International
Secretary
in 1890
he quickly formed a dominant interest
in the student work and finally devoted
himself entirely to that work in which
he was engaged when he left us.
The first Student Association among
colored men was organized at Howard
University in 1869. As we are moving
our office to New York and gaze upon
this faithful Christian worker's
desk,
we can think of no place which is so
appropriate
for it as the Association
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rooms at Howard University where I
trust it will be cared for with a sacredness-if
I may so speak-which
will
honor the .man who gave his life and
against whom I have never heard a
young man utter a word.
The desk and chair is labeled for
Howard University and I hope you will
send for it at your earliest convenience.
With best wishes, I am
Very truly yours,
(Signed)
J. E. Moorland.
October 13th, 1919.
Dr. ]. E. Moorland,
347 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
My dear Dr. Moorland:
On behalf of the Howard University
Young Men's Christian Association, I
want to thank you for considering our
Association as custodian of Mr. Hunton's desk and chair. We shall keep it
as a sacred trust and memorial. I shall
take pleasure from time to time in caning attention to the salient facts in the
life of Mr. Hunton, which facts I think
our boys should know.
I am having your letter of presentation framed and plan to post it near the
desk where all may read it.
Respectfully yours,
(Signed)
J. G. Logan,
General

Secretary.

What We~ay It is, It is!

Julius Lansburgh Furniture Company Inc.
Standard High-Grade Furniture
and Floor Covering
512 Ninth Street, N. W.
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COUNTERWEIGHTS
Ma Had Good Ears.
MOTHER-"Mary,
why did you stay
out on the porch so long telling that
young man good-night?"
MARy-"But
I only remained for a
second."
MOTHER-"But I distinctly heard a
third and a fourth."
Excusable Ignorance.
PAENIE No. l-"Thrills!
Wallace
Reid's coming in Jeanne D'Arc!"
PAENIE No. 2-"Oh,
is he?
He's
coming in Jo,an of A rc too.
Words and Their Ways.
HONORABLESENIOR-"What salary do
you get?"
DIGNIFIED ALUMNus-"One
hundred
per."
HONORABLESENIOR-"Per-haps."
Juvenile Interpretation.
I was small I was
left an orphan."
TOMMy-"What
did you do with it,
Dad?"

FATHER-"When

When one reads the following selec. tions, one wonders whether some of the
exercises in English might not constitute a separate department in the RECORD. At any rate, one can understand
why the Department of English always
wears a smile:
Pedagogue-A
Censer-A
burned.

public building.

vessel in which insects are

Babylonian Jargon-A
not be understood.
Oppressive-Fond

dog. that can-

of the opposite sex.

Arrant-A
man who in olden times
delivered messages.
Cudgelled-To

hug too closely.

Pilld~ls-A mountain
ly dissects Greece.

chain that near-

http://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol14/iss1/1

Maiden Knight-A
by maidens.
Sculptor-One

knight surrounded

who sculps.

A Winter Idyl-Outdoor
sports in
Canada.
"Her face was absolute hydrogen."
"She could talk like hydraulic."
"Pee's poems are studied because of
the meteor."
"Ichabod Crane was a thirsty soul and
a school teacher."
'If you see a new word in the street,
remember to use it."
Senior Sarcasm.
Sophomore-"Well,
I must be off."
Senior-"Yes,
I noticed that the first
time we met."
Her Last Name Protected.
Mary had a little lamb.
But it croaked some time ago;
And now she has a "pony"
To do her Cicero.
A Vision.
It stood upon a scribbled page,
Quite visible on highOh, far more fair than any star
That ever shone in sky.
It did not shrink; it seemed quite bold,It stood there in full view,
The only "A" I ever got.
Oh, did my eyes see true?

G. H. Jervis'

Sanitary Barber Shop

Hot and Cold Towels
Students' Barber Shop
718Florida Avenue, Northwest
Washington,
D. C.
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Sweet MaHd Muller.
Sweet Maud MuIler, she's dead; she's
passed away.
Oh gosh! How we all sigh!
She was the greatest of 'em all;
The best always do die.
"Twuz March th' third-Gosh
hang that
day!
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What seed the woful sight.
She caught cole the firs' of March,
And died th' third, at night.
I stiIl do b'lieve, say what ye wil1,
"Twuz

all 'count that young fool,

That vet-i-nary-what
"Who's Maud ?"-Oh,

ye say?
Maud's a mule.

When You Think of--

Fine Engraving
Think of--

ANDREWS
EARS
of experience and excellent facilities assure Engraving
of uncommon skill and artistry. Special attention given to
Engraving suitable for school functions.

Y

R. P. Andrews Paper Co.
727-731 13th Street

Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University,
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HOW ARO UNiVERSITY -Alma Mater
Words by J. H. Brooks, '16

Music by F. D. Malone, '16
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DON'T FORGET THE HOWARD
CORNER
Georg-ic:t Avenue an.t Ho w a.rd Place
We seI Ice Oream Pies and Oakes

Z. D. BLACI{:ISTONE

IflllrtSt
Phone Ma.in 3701

14th and H Street,

100 PEn

L OU 'S

Bear it
mind

Nor-thwest

2501GEO. AVE. N. W.

Text

Books

New and Second Hand

PEARLMAN'S

-t\ND C-"'\l~E

Book Shop

CI~N'L'PU 1--< I·;

931 G Street

Auto Service

N.3747

Is eas)
so find

ill

CORBY'S
BRJjJAD
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Northwest

-_._-----------

JACKSON

H C ward Studen ts can be
found at all times at

SCOTT'SLUNCHROOM
Seventh and T Streets N.

Microscopes and Scientific
[nstrurnents

--I

NORTHWEST

W_A_S_H._I_N_GT_O_N_,_D_.C_'_.

F. R. Hillyard

'

'5 Cornerl

Brown

. SurgicaJ Inst~ume!1ts and
Student SuppJJes

___

DRUGG1STS

Phone North 3141
Oor. 7th and 'l'ea Streets, N. \N.
W
WASHINGTON, D. O.

t5~~ WibsonU::o..lJnc., Deal At

! 917 G STREET,

& WHIPPS

PElRSCRIPTION

Cor. 7th and T Streets.

I Dulin

J euieler and Scientitic Optician

I

Men's W·
H a t s an d I
-vear,
Shoes
I

China,

Northwest

and Martin Co.

Glassware,

Silverware,

Kitchen

Lavelier s, Bracelets, Eagle and
Furnishings~ Prizes and Trophies
Waterman's Fountain Pens
for College Events.
and Knives
Gift Objects in Great Variety
Ten per cent discount to students
who show this card.

1827 Seventh

China

St., Northwest\1215F;

"

'R. Harris & Co.
Class and Fraternity Pins
Medals and Special Trophies of
.
every description

+

R. HARRIS and CO.
Cor. 7th and DSts., N. W.

r

Pottery,
Cut Glass, Lamps,
Silver, Art, Wares.

1214-16-18G

Street N.",.

LA W FB"OOKS
NEW

and

SECOND-HAND
Call on

John Byrne & Co.
715 14th Street, Northwest
Washington,

D.C.

YOU CAN'T LOSE, if you patronize our
advertisers.
Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University,
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TEL. ROX. 3464

946 TREMONT

ST. ROX.

G. H. P. GANAWAY
UNDERTAKER

AND

EMBALMER

Branch: 123 Fayerweather
TEL. CAMB. 7347·R

St.

CAMBRIDGE,

You Can Get What You Want-You

MASS.

Will Want What You Get

-AT-

Dyett & McGhee~s Lucheonette
Run by Students for the benefit of Students

r=====oooooooooooo=====,

~
o

o

Murray Bros. Printing Co.
1731·1733 Seventh Street,

Phone North 4419

~.
0

0

b=====oooooooooooo=====c:J
For Good Meals at Moderate Prices Visit

THE LORRAINE CAFE
(The Students' Inn)

H. H. Prestwidge, Prop.
Give Us a Trial

2031 Georgia Avenue

http://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol14/iss1/1
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STUDENTS!

ATTENTION!

W,e have a real job waiting for you.
A few hours only are re.quired
each week.
Stop worrying about the "H. C. of L."

I; you

'!lean Business, write

Wm. E. Jackson
Washington, D. C.

Howard University, Box 256,

)tQvelties are Jtecessities
Therefore
OLLEGE

C
-

C

ROOM

URLEY'S

FROM

DISTINCTIVE

College '11

make your

ANTEEN

'The old
Loyal Hotoardites

20~2 Georgia Ave.

IF YOU WANT

FASHIONABLE DRESSMAKING
SEE
Miss T alita Burnside
The "Howardite' with the Howard Stain.
418 You Street, N. W.

When

tired of study,
.

.HIAWATHA
High.Class

Motion

Pic.tures

11th Street, Near U.

Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University,

Washington, D. C.

for recreation,

visit

TheFORAKER
Motion Pictures
and Vaudeville

20th Street, Near L.
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THE MAGNET
1. DINOWITZER,

Sandwiches
Ice Cream

Prop.

Coffee
Pastries

University Book Store
High Grade Stationery,
Text
books, New and Second-hand.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

221 Geor gia Ave., N. W

Prompt andEfficient Service

All Kinds of

Wm. Hahn & Co's

Tailor l\bd~ Clothing

~~COLLEGE"

Sold and Repaired at Lowest
Prices by

SHOES

THE HOWARD CLEANING AND
DYEING COMPANY

on display at
UNIVERSITY

Phone North 0486

BOOK STORE

643Florida Ave., Northwest

W HEN

GO TO THE

you need a Shine that
shines, visit the

{[heSport flad, iJnr.

HOWARD SHOE SHINING

FOR BASEBALL MATERIAL

GLOVES, BATS, SWEATERS
PARLOR
SHOES and MILITARY
EQUIPMltNT.
THEY CAN SO CLEAN AND
Columbia Grafonolas and Records
BLOCK YOUR HA'r
that they make it look like new
1910

7TH STRET,

905F Street, N.W .

Phone Main 7614

N.W.

Howard

Athletic

Washington, D.C
Outfitters

For Purity and Wholesomeness
insist

011

Ice Cream
Made in the most Scientijic and Sanitary
Ice Cream Plant in the World

Chapin-Sacks
http://dh.howard.edu/hurecord/vol14/iss1/1
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Co.
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